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INTRODUCTION. 

Since the first publication of Professor EUG. DUBOIS on the Teglian Clay in 1904, 
the number of determined mammalian species of the Teglian fauna has gradually in
creased. A considerable list may be composed from the works of DUBOIS, REID, NEWTON, 
and RICHARZ. As long as the question of the age of the Teglian Clay was the chief centre 
of interest, the study of the Teglian mammalia was for the greater part restricted to mere 
determination. Only the study of the deer-material in the Teyler Museum at Haarlem by 
DUBOIS and that of Ursus etruscus and a number of smaller mammalia by NEWTON 
are also of purely palaeontological value. 

This investigation of the Rhinoceros material is intended as a palaeontological contri
bution to the knowledge of the Teglian fauna. I have prefaced it by a survey of the 
extensive literature which has arisen chiefly on the question of its age. 

The palaeontological part deals with all the Rhinoceros remains found in the Teglian 
Clay. This material is distributed over four musea. I herewith express my sincere thanks 
to Professor EUG. DUBOIS, Curator of the Teyler Museum at Haarlem, the Rev. KARL 
RIOTTE, Conservator of the Natural History Museum of the Mission House at Steyl 
(near Tegelen), the Rev. Jos. CREMERS, Conservator of the Natural History Museum 
at Maestricht, Professor P. KRuscH, President of the Preussische Geol. Landesanstalt 
in Berlin, who entrusted the Teglian material to me for investigation. 

In this monograph I have tried in the first place to give a clear description with 
reproductions of the fossils treated, so as to enable also investigators interested in the 
subject, who have no opportunity to visit the musea mentioned, to form an idea of the 
T eglian material. 

I have then compared the fossils studied with Rhinoceros material from other loca
lities, with which I have made myself acquainted partly from the literature, but as regards 
the dentitions, chiefly through personal exanlination. My best thanks are due to Professor 
P. KRUSCH, President of the Preussische Geol. Landesanstalt in Berlin, to Dr. F. A. 
BATHER, Keeper of the Geological Department of the British Museum (Nat. Hist.) in 
London, to Dr. H. GERTH, Conservator of the Min. Geol. and Palaeont. Museum at 
Leyden, to Professor MAX. SEMPER, Vorsteher der Geol. Palaeont. Sammlung der 
Technischen Hochschule at Aachen, for the readiness with which they gave me an oppor
tunity to study the necessary material for comparison in their musea. I also express my 
great indebtedness to Professor E. D. VAN OORT, Director of the Leyden Rijks-Museum 
van Nat. Historie, and Dr. L. F. DE BEAUFORT, Director of the Zoological Museum of the 
Society: Natura Artis Magistra (Zoological Gardens) of Amsterdam, who enabled me 
to study recent Rhinoceros Inaterial as well. 

The phototypes have been made with the financial support of "Teyler's Stichting" 
at Haarlem. My very sincere thanks are due to the Directors for their assistance. I also 
gladly express my satisfaction to the firm of L. VAN LEER & CO. at Amsterdanl for the 
eXcellent execution of these phototypes. 
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For the sake of brevity the following abbreviations will be used to denote the lllusea 
in which the different fossils from Tegelen and from other localities, are found: 

T. M.: 
M. M.: 
S. 1\11. : 
Br. M.' 
B. M.: 
L. M.: 
A. M.: 

Teyler Museum at Haarlem. 
Natural History Museun1 at Maestricht. 
Natural History Museum of the Mission House at Steyl 
British Museum (Natural History) in London. 
Geologisches Landesmuseum in Berlin. 
Min. Geol. and Palaeont. Museum of the University of Leyden. 
Geol. Museum der Technischen Hochschule at Aachen. 

The works from the list of works consulted for the Geological Part will be indicated 
by G. I, G. 2, etc., those from the list of works consulted for the Palaeontological Part 

by P. I, P. 2, etc. 
All the measurements of teeth and bones are given in mm. 

Prefatory Note. 
Introduction (pp. I-2). 
Table of contents (p. 2). 
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This survey is exclusively based 011 the study of the literature. 

of the deposits. On the eastern frontier of the Netherlands, along the 
middle third part of the province of LiInburg, there is the steep western border of a plateau, 
made up of gravels and sands, which, for the greater part, is enclosed between the valleys 
of the Meuse, the Niers, and the Roer, and rises to an average height of about thirty 
meters above the adjoining low land. Opposite Venlo, Tegelen, and BeHeld, and further 
on the East of Swalnlen and Herkenbosch this border lies within the Dutch frontier. 
This plateau was formerly lnuch larger. It extended to Nimeguen and Cleves. According 
to LORIE, the Veluwe is also a part of the SaIne massif. This author inclines to the 
view that the large massif was still intact at the tilne of the maximum extension of the 
Scandinavian Ice-sheet, and that only after the retreat of that ice-sheet, the great eroding 
process began, which divided it into a nunlber of pieces, and also attacked each of them 
separately. LORIE showed that the northern and eastern parts of the plateau do not 
merely consist of "Rhine Diluvium", as STARING supposed for the whole as far as Nime
guen, but that these northern and eastern parts show traces of having been reached by 
the Scandinavian Ice-sheet of the great Glacial Epoch; hence they consist, at least at the 
surface, of "Mixed Diluviulll". This is not the case with the western part of the plateau 
of gravel in Dutch territory. Here only stones are found which have been transported 
by the Rhine and the lVIeuse. The horizontal stratification has not been disturbed by an 
ice-sheet moving over the plateau. 

Besides gravel and sand clay also is dug out of the plateau, which furnishes the 
material for the numerous brick and tile works, in many parts of the Dutch province of 
Limburg, and of the adjoining region of H.henish Prussia, chiefly along the banks and the 
transverse valleys of the Swalnl etc. The clay is overlain conformably by the "Rhine 
Diluviuln". The plane of contact is almost horizontal and is not eroded. In the clay-pit 
belonging to the firm Canoy-Herfkens, on the western border of the Jammerdaalsche 
Heide, the upper surface of the layer of clay lies at 27 m. + A.P. (0 A.P. = sea level). 
East of BeHeld, near Maalbeek, 4.5 km. S.S.W. DUBOIS (fro111 whose "On an Equivalent 
of the Cromer Forest-Bed in the Netherlands" I borrow this description) found that 
surface at 35 m. A.P. East of Reuver and km. S.S.\iV. of the pit opposite Tegelen, 
it is at 43 m. + A.P. East of Swalmen, near the Dutch custOln-house on the frontier, 
at 50.5 m. A.P. The same clay is also dug out roundabout Bruggen, on the Swalnl, 
in the Rhine-Province, 5 to 8 km. east of the pit near the custom-house. It is probably 
the same clay which is found at the surface, east of the Zwartwater (north of Venlo), 
and west of the plateau in the communes of Tegelen, BeHeld, and Reuver. Evidently this 
clay constitutes a continuous bed underlying the "Rhine-Diluvium", which has a gradual 
gentle upward slope to the south. 

As early as 1904 DUBOIS suspected that under the sand on which the clay rests, 
there would be found a deeper layer of clay. This conjecture was confirmed in Jan. I906 
through a boring made under his direction in the pit owned by the firnl of Canoy, Herfkens 
& Co. The upper clay-layer is the so-called "Teglian Clay", under which was found a 
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thick gravel-layer of frmu 18 m. + A.P. to 5.5 m. A.P., covering in its turn a second 
large clay-layer of from 4.5 m. A.P. to 9.5 m. - A.P. (DUBOIS I904, G. 2; 1906, G. 17). 

It appears from what precedes that DUBOIS identifies the clay-bed at Reuver and 
Swalmen with that at Tegelen, chiefly on the ground of a survey by levelling executed 
with scrupulous care by himself. This opinion is not shared by most investigators. As the 
subject of our study is confined to the Teglian Clay with its fossils, this difficulty ITlight be 
left out of consideration, if it were not closely related to the question of the age of the Teglian 
Clay. We shall deal with it after the discussion of the floras from the two clay-layers. 

The of the geological age of the Teglian Clay has given rise to a mass of 
literature. Not only have Dutch geologists participated in the contest, but also foreigners, 
Englishmen, Frenchmen, Belgians, and Germans. 

DUBoIs, TESCH, CL. and EL. REID, HARMER, NEWTON, LAURENT, MARTY, and RUTOT 
have endeavoured to prove the Pliocene age of the clay, whereas LORn~, VAN BAREN, 
KLEIN, KRAUSE, FLIEGEL, STOLLER, WUNSDORF, \iVEBER, MAYET and ROMAN, are ~dvo

. cates of an Early Quaternary age. A third group of investigators: FORIR, SWEMLE and 
RUTTEN, BRIQUET, RICHARZ, HAAs(?), MOLENGRAAFF, and VAN WATERSCHOOT VAN DER 
GRACHT assign the clay-layer to the boundary between the Tertiary and Quaternary. 
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younger than that frorn the German Kieseloolithstufe, which is said to belong to the Lower 
Pliocene. The fact that the clay belongs to the Kieseloolithstufe, however, is itself also 
disputed: DUBOIS (1911, G. 43) denies the equivalence of the gravel-layer found by 
TEscH in boring V under the clay-layer to the gravel-layer discovered by DUBOIS under 
the Teglian Clay. DUBOIS has not met, with oolite-gravel under the Teglian Clay and 
points to the inlportant fact that the boring in 1906 under his direction was made in 
the plateau, the Leemhorst-boring, however. in the M euse-valley, where the layers have 
not been left undisturbed (DUBOIS I911. G. 43, p. 244). FLIEGEL himself, on whom 
TEscH depends in his argun1ent, includes the lower gravel-layer of Tegelen aJ.1?ong the oldest 
"Diluvialschotter" 1). KLEIN (1914, G. 52) attaches no value to TESCH'S stratigraphic 
arguments, since according to him, it appears with great clearness that in this region 
the Meuse and the Rhine of the principal-terrace epoch have absorbed a great part of 
the older Pliocene gravel, and this principal-terrace can, therefore, have locally quite the 
same composition as the gravels of Pliocene age. 

In 1910 (G. 40) TESCH gave two proofs for the Pliocene age of the Teglian Clay . 
The first is an indirect proof and comes to this: The Dutch soil being a delta-formation, 
there must be a transition from N.W. to S.E. fron1 n1arine to fluviatile strata. If this is so, 
the same layers that build up the complex of the older fluviatile deposits, the same alter

of a Tertiary age. In 1908 (G. 28) TESCH tried to demonstrate that the nation of petrographically equal sand- and clay-layers, are also found in North- and South
Teglian Clay belongs to the so-called "Kieseloolithstufe": In boring V on the South of Holland under the gravel Diluvium with Late Pliocene fauna. Hence it follows indirectly 
Tegelen near the village of Leemhorst a clay-layer was met with under the gravel of the that the purely fluviatile beds in the South East part of our country are also Pliocene. 
middle-terrace and over sharp-grained sands, which are characteristic of the Kieseloolith- TESCH sees a direct proof in a boring near Gemert in North-Brabant, where in the 
stufe. According to TEscH this clay-layer corresponds to the Teglian Clay. As FLIEGEL 2nd clay-layer, which belongs to the older fluviatile strata, Vitis vinifera (equal to that 
states, in many places in the bend of the Lower Rhine the Kieseloolithstufe is covered from the Teglian Clay) and two Late Pliocene shells were found. 
with clay-layers, containing a flora of a warmer climate, for which reason they are still The indirect proof may be accepted in its generality, but I do not consider it as an 
reckoned to belong to the Kieseloolithstufe. The clay-layer in boring V lies likewise: argument for a definite clay-layer, especially when the case in question is a transition case 
between Diluvium and Kieseloolithstufe, and corresponds to the Teglian Clay, which, (Late Pliocene or Early Pleistocene). The direct proof seems to me little convincing for 
as appears from the works by DUBoIs and REID, also contains a flora of a somewhat: those who consider the whole Diluvium to belong to the Quaternary, for Vitis vinifera 
warmer climate than the present. In virtue of these facts the Teglian Clay may, according' has also been found in the Interglacial clay of the vVylerberg (G. 42). 
to TESCH, more aptly be reckoned to belong to the Kieseloolithstufe than to the principal- RUTOT (1908, G·31, 1911, G. 44, 1922, G. 66) is a defender of aM iddle Pliocene age of 
terrace, which it underlies. the Teglian Clay, and this for the reason that the sand-layer of Moll in the Campine, which 

In 1909 (G. 34) TESCH found a gravel-lenticle of typically oolitic gravel between two' he considers equivalent to the Campine Clay, and to the Teglian Clay, forms a lenticle 
clay-layers near Tegelen in one of the pits lying near the boundary-stones 429 and 430; in the marine Poederlian (Middle Pliocene) and is covered with a marine deposit of 
in German territory. TESCH considered this a conclusive proof that the clay itself belongs sand, which he classes with the Amstelian (Upper Pliocene). This stratigraphic 
lO the Kieseloolithstufe. argument has several weak points. RUTOT himself points out two of them on p. 36 

In neither paper does TESCH pronounce a positive opinion in favour of the Pliocene' of G. 31 : the attribution of the marine sand, in which the Sand of Moll forms a lenticle, 
age of the Teglian Clay, and certainly not on the ground of its belonging to the Kiesel-j to the Poederlian, and the exact place of the Sand of Moll in relation to the com
oolithstufe. "Es liegt die Vermutung nahe (G. 28, p. 67), dasz auch die se Stufe selbst plex of the Campine Clay. Yet the whole stratigraphic argument depends on the 
in mehreren z. T. jung-tertiaren, z.T. schon altdiluvialen Horizonten zerlegt werden validity of both these hypotheses, for the Sand of Moll and the Canlpine Clay are 
miisse". On p. 67 loco cit. TESCH, indeed, expresses the supposition," dasz die Tegelen not directly correlated with each other; if, therefore the Poederlian does not occur under 
Tone moglicherweise gleichwertig sind luit deIu Red Crag oder sogar mit dem Scaldisien, " both layers, the argument for their equivalence is no longer valid. There are, however, 
and he founds this supposition on its flora. But I am not certain whether he expresses other difficulties. The equivalence of the Teglian Clay to the sand-Ienticle of Moll and to 
here his own opinion or cites that of REID. However this may be, VAN BAREN (1909, G. 33} the Campine Clay must then still be proved. RUTOT bases himself on the results of 
and DUBOIS 1911, G. 43) have considered TESCH as an advocate of the Pliocene age of ?orings carried out in 1906 in Dutch territory. According to him these go to show that 
the Teglian Clay on the ground of these two articles. KLEIN (1914, G. 52) : "The finding In Limburg the Teglian (the Teglian Clay and thoe oolite-gravel) rests on marine Poeder-
of a quartzific gravel with siliceous oolites, by my colleague P. TESCH in the Teglian Clay,---__ _ 

does not prove in my opinio~ the Pliocene age of this c~ay". ~ven though. it were. pr.oved 1) "In Grube II des Brachter Waldes, siidlich vom Icksberg, ist clas Liegende des Tones auf
beyond doubt that the Teghan Clay belongs to the KIeseloohthstufe, thIS fact In Itself ~~schlossen. Es besteht aus einem weiszen Quarzkies, darunter folgt glaukonitischer Sand. Der Kies 
would not be sufficient to prove its Pliocene age, because it lies entirely on the upperfuhrt trotz seiner weiszen Farbe nicht selten Gerolle von Grauwacke, Quarzporphir, Sandstein. Noch 
surface of the Kieseloolithstufe, hence it might also be Early Pleistocene. m.ehr auszert si~h seine Zu~ehorigkeit zum Dilu~um in dem Auftreten groszer, kantiger Geschiebe, 

. . .. ... . b . . WIr sahen z.B. em en OuarzItblock von 70 cm SeItenlange Diese Be ba ht "b d L' d A companson WIth the KIeseloohthstufe from the nIederrheInIsche Bucht nngs no d T "r-.I. ••.• 0 c ungen u er as legen e 
• • r • • • er egelenstufe erganzen In sehr erfreuhcher Welse das von E. DUBOIS veroifentlichte Profil" t 

further hght, because accordIng to fESCH hImself the flora from Tegelen IS In any case much FLIEGEL, 1910, G. 42 , p. 253. . e C. 



lian. In 1908, however, after a renewed examination of the data obtained from the borings Defenders of a KRAUSE (I90 9, G. 36 and I9II , G. 47) sees the clay-layer 
near Helenaveen, this so-called Poederlian was ascribed at that place at least, to the in the high-terrace, anlOng others near the vVylerberg between Nimeguen and (]eves, 
Miocene (V AN BAREN I9I 5, G. 56, p. 425). Considering the great distance of 43 km. whose fossils bear an interglacial and not a glacial character, as an independent deposit, 
between the Campine Clay and the Teglian Clay and the many intervening faults, the the high-terrace as a whole being the product of two ice-periods and the interglacial tin1e 
stratigraphic argument of RUTOT does not seem very convincing (FoRIR I90 5, G. I4). between them. to KRAUSE this intern1ediate is equivalent to the likewise 
BRIQUET,who in I90 9 (G. 37) classed the Teglian Clay, as equivalent to the sand- and interglacial Teglian Clay, for this, too, lies between the two gravel-layers of the high
clay-deposits in the Can1pine, with the Icenian ("Norwich crag = val d' Arno = sables de terrace. According to KRAUSE the flora collected by STOLLER and himself from the clay of 
Velay"), says in I922 (G. 68) that only the oolite-gravel of Tegelen belongs to the Icenian, the Wylerberg and of Tegelen points to a Lower Diluviun1 age. Hence KRAUSE pl~ces 
and places the Teglian Clay on the boundary of the Tertiary and Quaternary. the Clay of Tegelen, as well as that of the Wylerberg, in the First Interglacial period. 

DUBOIS (I905, G. 5) has ascribed two fragments of the antlers of stag from the Campine TESCH opposes this view, maintaining that the clay-layer of the vVylerberg is one of the 
Clay to Cervus Falconeri, described by DAWKINS from the Norwich Crag. An almost lenticle-shaped "Einlagerungen", occurring frequently in the high-terrace. VVith regard to 
complete horn (from Merxplas) is in T.M., also the cast of another smaller fragment the Teglian Clay itself TESCH asserts that it does not lie in, but under the high-terrace. 
(from H.yckevorsel. The plants from Ryckevorsel, determined by REID (I90 7, G. 22), are For TESCH does not consider the gravel-layer under the Teglian Clay as Diluvial gravel. 
nearly all recent Belgian species (DUBOIS mentioned Taxodiurn from the Campine Clay, but as oolite-graveP). KRAUSE (G. 47) meets TESCH'S first difficulty by the assertion tha t 
in "Taxandria" I906), but they also occur as fossils at Tegelen. At all events,~ with the clay-layer of the Wylcrberg is not to be compared with a lenticle-shaped "Einlagerung" 
richer finds of anlluals or plants in the Campine, more may be expected fron1 the of the high-terrace, but that it represents a continuous interjacent layer of a rneter's 
palaeontologic argument in the future. But even then it remains to be proved that the thickness. He replies to the second difficulty that DUBOIS' boring in the pit belonging to 
(ampine Clay is equivalent to the Sand of Moll, which is covered by the Amstelian. Canoy-Herfkens has conclusively proved that there follows a layer of Diluvial gravel 

HARMER (I90 5, G. 12 and I3) considers the Teglian Clay as older, perhaps luuch under the Teglian Clay. We cannot enter more deeply into the question itself, but all the 
older than the Forest-Bed. He does not regard, however, like DUBOIS (I905, G. 7), the same it appears clearly that KRAUSE, though an advocate of the Quaternary age of the 
underlying \iVeybourn Crag, as belonging to the Pleistocene, but to the Pliocene. Hence Teglian Clay, agrees with DUBOIS in placing it in the Pirst Interglacial period. And when 
the Teglian Clay is considered by hin1 as Pliocene. in I9I 4 (G. 5I ) KRAUSE finds, in the lowest layers of the large pit owned by Canoy-

LAURENT and MARTY (I923, G. 69) consider the Teglian Clay as a Middle Pliocene Herfkens, Paludina diluviana "ein Leitfossil des iilteren Interglazials im Ostelbischen 
deposit, not so much on the ground of the flora found in it, as on the ground of the Diluvium", this fact pleads as luuch in favour of DUBOIS' view, as of his own. 
equivalence of the Teglian to the Campine Clay, which is reckoned by RUTOT to be' FUEGEL (I90 9, G. 35, I9IO, G. 4I , and I910, G. 42) does not consider the intermediate 
Middle Pliocene. layer of the high-terrace of the Wylerberg as an "Einlagerung", ·but as an independent, 

The other advocates of the Pliocene age base themselves on floristic and faunistic hence interglacial deposit, because this layer contains n10re or less lilue, the gravel-layers 
evidence, as DUBOIS, CL. and EL. REID, and NEWTON. But decided opponents, as VAN themselves being free frOITl lime. He compares the layer-cornplex near Tegelen with these 
BAREN and others, base theIuselveslikewise on this same flora and fauna to demonstrate: layers of the high-terrace of the Wijlerberg (Berg en :Oal) , and draws attention to the 
that the Teglian Clay is Diluvial, hence Quaternary. When, however, we examine where lime-content of the clay between the lime-free gravel-layers. Hence he also takes the 
the different authors draw the line between the two epochs, we meet with a great diversity Teglian Clay for an interglacial deposit. In virtue of the flora found in it he places it in 
of opinion, which may partly be reduced to the question, whether the periods of the Ice-Agf the First Interglacial period. TESCH (I9II , G. 45) and KLEIN (I9I 4, G. 52) deny the value 
are to be counted as being wholly Quaternary, or whether the first part falls in the Tertiary of the lime-content as criterion. Leaving the question whether their criticism is justified 
At first the glacial epochs were placed in the Quaternary, but it was custon1ary to draw ~r not on one side, I will only state that FUEGEL attributes the Teglian Clay to the same 
the line between Pliocene and Pleistocene according to the flora and fauna found. Nmy mterglacial period as DUBOIS. The same applies also to \lVUNSDORF (I9 IO , G. 4I ). 
the difficulty arose, because under strata which on the evidence of their fossil content~ STOLLER (I9 IO, G. 42) regards the flora of the clay of the Wijlerberg as belonging 
were considered to be Pliocene, older beds were found, which seemed clearly to point to to the First Interglacial period, and finds close resemblance between this flora and that 
glacial period. Thus }JUBOIS I906, (G. I7), who based himself on the flora and fauna found from the Teglian Clay (Vitis, Naias , Pterocarya, Acer, Trapa). He considers them of 
in the Teglian Clay, spoke of its Pliocene age, which he, however, placed in the First the. same age .. With DUBOIS STOLLER classes the Teglian Clay in the First Interglacial 
Interglacial period on account of the underlying fluvio-glacial gravel-layer. Pliocene and penod, but he looks on it as Diluvial (Quaternary). This, however, more on stratigraphic 
Pleistocene, and also Quaternary (contra Tertiary) are palaeonto]ogic conceptions grou.nds for (G. 42 p. he states explicitly that the Teglian flora ITlay equally well 
Diluvium is considered to be characterized by glacial periods; hence part of tht be eIther Pliocene or Diluvial. He assumes, however, the Diluvial age, because the layer 
Diluvium can fall in the Pliocene (DUBOIS I906, G. 17 ; 191I, G. 43 ; I<:)I6, G. 58). LORfE underlying the clay consists of Diluvial gravel. 
on the contrary, who reckons the whole glacial period to belong to the Quaternary, startec VVEBER (I908 , G. z6) writes in a letter to VAN BAREN : "Ich neige darnach durchaus 
from the gravel-layers, between which the Teglian Clay lies. As, like DUBOIS, he attributec dazu, die Zeit, in der die Pflanzen von Tegelen lebten, den1 Quarhir und nicht dem Tertiar 
every gravel-layer to a glacial epoch, the upper layer to the Second North-German Glacia~ z~zurechnen. Das Auftreten ostasiatischer und nordamerikanischer Typen beweist m.E. 
time, he considered the Teglian Clay as a deposit of the First Interglacial period, anc n.lchts filr das tertiiire Alter. Denn wir haben derartige genllg noch in Ablagerungen, die 
called it, therefore, Diluvial and Quaternary. slcher interglazial sind und vielleicht sogar z.T. der zweiten Interglazialzeit (Mindel-Eisz 

It is clear that the two investigators mean the same deposits. When it is borne if Interglazialzeit) angehoren". (Discussion of this letter: DUBOIS I9II, G. 43) 

mind that the ideas Diluvium and Pleistocene no longer cover each other, it is not sur', 
prising that RUTTEN (1909, G. 32), FORIR (1905, G. I5), and the "Eindverslag" (1918 

G. 60) consider this question as a question of words. 

1) It will be clear that the above-mentioned LORIE and VAN BAREN also belong to these defendern. 
2) DUBOIsdid not meet with a single oolite pebble in the lower gravel-layer of his boring is 

an undisturbed part of the deposits. 
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MAYET and ROMAN (1923, G. 72) place the Teglian Clay as an equivalent of the Forest- It follows that the leaves represent Inore the flora of the immediate neighbourhood 
Bed in the Early Quaternary. This view is based on the mamnlalian fauna of Tegelen as (LAURENT et MARTY 1923, G. 69, p. 56). The Teglian Clay, however, has produced few 
they find it mentioned in G. 2 (1904). Later finds are evidently unknown to them. leaves, if any. The seeds of Tegelen, as well as those of Reuver, represent not only the flora 

It appears sufficiently from what precedes that the German authors agree with of the neighbourhood, but possibly also that of more distant areas. Thus the classified 
DUBOIS as regards the placing of the Teglian Clay in the First Interglacial period, though mosses represent fresh-water and marsh species, most of which still occur in North-West 
the Germans consider the glacial periods to be Quaternary, whereas DUBOIS lays the First Europe. One species of Tegelen, however, Pse~tdoleskea patens LIMPR., is a lUOSS of the 
Glacial time in the Upper Pliocene, as French and English geologists also did. I suppose highlands, which, according to DIXON, who has determined the mosses, cannot possibly 
that the German investigators (perhaps with the exception of WEBER) luean the 1st Inter- have lived with the other species (B.T. XXI, Memoires p. 585--586). 
glacial period of the North-German geologists; but even if they should understand by According to VAN BAREN (1915, G. 54, p. 520 s.s.) : 
the Earliest Interglacial period the First Interglacial period of the Ice-Age in the Alps, From the Reuverian Clay (Reuver, Sw aIm en and Brunssum). REID has succeeded 
and if they should, therefore, call it Gunz-Mindel, where DUBOIS (1923, G. 71) speaks, in determining 84 species with certainty. Of these 52 % are extinct, 24 % 1) still occur 
of Mindel-Risz, this is only an apparent contradiction, for DUBOIS comes to the Mindel-Risz in North-vVestern Europe, 26 % in Central Europe, 31 % in Southern Europe, 26 % in 
Interglacial period, because he takes this as the oldest. BOTKE (1917, G. 59, p. 656 and 657)' the Caucasus, 24 % in the Himalayas, 52 % in China and Japan, 14 % in the Malay 
seems to think that DUBOIS, besides the usual Diluvial ice-periods (Gunz, Mindel, Risz, Archipelago, and 23 % in North America. 
Wurm) assumes two Pliocene glacial periods. This misunderstanding is sufficiently From the Teglian Clay 81 species have been determined with certainty. Of these 10 % 

reputed in what precedes. are extinct, 76 % still occur in North-Western Europe, 76 % in Central Europe, 76 0/0 
The question of the Pliocene or Pleistocene age of the Teglian Clay is, however, not in Southern Europe, 51 % in the Caucasus, 29 % in the Himalayas, 33 % in China and 

merely a question of words. Between DUBOIS, REID, and NEWTON on one side, and the. japan, 11 % in the Malay Archipelago, 29 % in North America. 
Gernlan authors and VAN BAREN on the other side, there exists very decidedly a difference From the Cromer-Bed 123 species have been identified with certainty. Only I spe
in appreciation of the Teglian flora and fauna. According to the latter this flora and fauna, des of them, i.e. I 0/0' is extinct, 98 % still occur in North-Western Europe, 95 % in 
considered in itself, bears a later character than is assigned to it by the former authors, Central Europe, 79 % in Southern Europe, 67 % in the Caucasus, 44 o/~ in the Hima
and they arrive practically at the same conclusion as DUBOIS only for this reason that,layas, 30 % in China and japan, 7 % in the Malay Archipelago, 30 % in North America. 
the latter is compelled to consider the Teglian Clay as interglacial on account of the under- VAN BAREN (op. cit. p. 523) readily admits a Late Tertiary age of the Reuverian 
lying gravel-layer. (cf. p. 11-12). . flora on the ground of its cosmopolitan and uniform character and its large percentage 

From 1904 (G. 2) till 1923 (G. 71) DUBOIS maintained the Pliocene character of ther of extinct species. The Reuverian flora consists in the first place of leaf-trees, in the second 
flora and fauna of Tegelen, followed by CL. and EL. REID, NEWTON, and TEscH, whereas, place of water- and marsh-plants (p. 521). The Teglian flora (according to VAN BAREN) 
V AN BAREN threw more stress on the species agreeing with the recent flora, which outnum-! however differs remarkably from the Reuverian by the predonlinance of herbaceous 
ber the Pliocene forms by far. To form an opinion about the Pliocene or Pleistocene;water- and shore-plants and the scarcity of leaf-trees (p. 522). He ascribes to this flora 
character of a flora and fauna, it is required in my opinion: a Quaternary age on the ground of its more European character, its small percentage of 

1. that the material found is sufficient to give an idea of the whole flora or fauna.' extinct species and on the fact that it has only 19 Slo of the species in common with the 
2. that there are sufficient data at our disposal about the duration in geologic time of, Reuverian flora. 

the different species. The Reuverian seed-flora (described by CL. and EL. REID 1915, G. 53) is characterized 
Now the controversy has been carried on for the greater part at a time when there, by a large percentage of extinct species and a small percentage of recent North-West 

was a great lack of knowledge with regard to both conditions. In the literature on Tegelen; European species (species still living in N.W. Europa). The most striking feature, 
we repeatedly come across passages which give evidence of an altered appreciation of: however, is a surprising resemblance to the living floras of East Asia and North America. 
some mammalian species as criterion of the Pliocene age of the clay-layer, undoubtedly The Teglian flora has more in common with the living flora of N.W. Europe, than the 
in consequence of the species being found in deposits of later date. Even now there are Reuverian. The Cromerian consists almost exclusively of recent N. W. European species. 
still too few data about the duration of existence of the separate species. Hence separate; CL. and EL. REID gave the following explanation of these facts (1920, G. 64) : They 
species of a fauna cannot prove a definite age. The fixing of the age of a layer must be extended the theory put forward by ASA GRAY to explain the relationship between the 
drawn from the study of the whole flora and fauna. living floras of japan and North America - namely that they were two divergent 

streams of migrants from some Polar source. 
The Flora. When studying the Teglian flora the best starting-point was the work of "In the Pliocene (in the quoted text it says "Pleistocene", which lUUst evidently be 

CL. REID and EL. REID, who have determined the seeds from the clay-layer of Tegelen,"Pliocene") Flora of Western Europe we recognised a third stream. All these were driven 
of Reuver and Swalmen, and of CrOluer (1915, G. 53). LAURENT and MARTY (1923, G. 69) south by the ever-increasing cold of the Pliocene. For the East Asian and North American 
have examined the leaves from Reuver and Swalmen. Yet it is better to leave these out streams the way to the Tropics was open, and they escaped. For the West Asian and 
of the comparison. For according to some investigators the leaves of Reuver and Swalmen European streanl, from the Atlantic seaboard till the coastal plain of China was reached, 
do not belong to exactly the same layer as the seeds. Besides, the leaves are not represent.t~e way was everywhere closed in temperate regions by impassable East-and-West bar
ative of the whole Reuverian flora. They are for the greater part leaves of trees, which is tIers of mountains, seas and, perhaps, deserts. Against these barriers successive waves 
accounted for by the fact that leaves of trees remain on the whole better preserved than of migrants were driven and perished, so that by the end of the Pliocene (Cromerian) scar
the generally frailer leaves of herbaceous plants (REID 1926, G. 77, p. 10). To this is addedcely a trace of their former existence was to be found, save in their fossil remains", 
that the mostly intact leaves of Reuver and Swalmen cannot be assumed to have been ----
brought from a distance before fossilisation. Seeds are better adapted to such a journey. 1) The allied species are included in every number and percentage. 
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"It will appear ...... that the Chinese North American species mark an o~ttgoing; 
flora, the living West European species and the other exotics, an incoming flora; and that' 
these two floras were derived from different sources, the one from a Polar, the other fro111 
some other source." (REID 1920, G. 64, p. 149)· 

"The immense area of high land in Central Asia, including Tibet, the Himalaya, and 
Western China, may have acted as a second centre for the origin and dispersal of temperate 
species, which radiated from these uplands when the climate became colder, just as they 
radiated from the shores of the Arctic Sea. If such a dispersal as this took place it must 
have been in Miocene or Pliocene times, when the Northern Hemisphere was cooling." 

(REID 1920, G. 64, p. 153)· 
In G. 63 and G. 64, of five "Pliocene" floras (Cromerian, Teglian, Castle Eden, 

Reuverian, Pont-de-Gail) Mrs. REID, basing herself on these two hypotheses, compares: 
1. the percentages of exotic and extinct species, i.e. of all species not living now in Western 

Europe (Crom. 5 0/0' Tegl. 40'%, Castl. 64 0/0' Reuv. 88 0/0' P. d. G. 94 %) ; 
2. the percentages of Chinese-North American species, i. e. species now inhabiting Japan, 

China, Indo-China, the Eastern Himalaya, Assam, Burma, Malaya, Australia, and 
North America, but not living now in Western Europe (Crom. 0.74 0/0' Tegl. 16 
Castl. 31 0/0' Reuv. 54 %) P. d. G. 64 %) ; 

3. the percentages of the total incoming flora which gradually supplanted the Chinese-: 
North American flora, from the middle of the Miocene onwards (Crom. 96 0/0' Tegl. 

84 0/0' Castl. 69 0/0' Reuv. 46 0/0' P. d. G. 36 % ; 
4. the percentages of the exterminated element in the incoming flora (Crom. 5 0/0' Tegl. 

24 0/0, Castl. 33 0/0' Reuv. 34 0/0' P. d. G. 40 %)' 
From this comparison Mrs. REID deduces that the Teglian flora would be of later 

date than the Reuverian, but older than the Cromerian. According to this author the 
Cromerian and the Teglian flora would be both Upper Pliocene, the one at the top, the 
other near the base (G. 63, p. 106). Mrs. REID starts with the Upper Pliocene age of the 
Cromer-Bed, a very uncertain base in several respects (cf. DUBOIS 190 5, G. 7)· 

In 1915 (G. 53) Mr. and Mrs. REID classed the Reuverian seed-flora provisionally 
as Middle Pliocene. In 1920 as a result of the above mentioned comparison Mrs. REID 
came to another conclusion: "Lower Pliocene, and probably some way down in it." 

The method of comparison used by Mrs. REID has several weak points. Out of each 
flora she selected the species for comparison. Besides certain species, she also selected morei 
or less dttbious ones. On comparing the lists of selected species given by her in 1920 with 
each other and with the lists of species in 1915, it is difficult to understand why she men
tions some plants (species and genera) being exotic (cf. VAN BAREN, 1926, G. 78, p. 1215). 

As to point I, 3, and 4 of the comparison, Mrs. REID starts from the hypothesis, 
that "the immense area of highland in Central Asia may have acted as a second centre." 
LAuRENT and MARTY (1923, G. 69, p. 67) reject this hypothesis: "Que les flores de graines 
puissent appuyer une telle hypothese, nous l'ignorons ; mais, comme elle est en contra
diction avec tant de faits paleontologiques et geographiques, il faudrait tout au moins des 
preuves eclatantes pour l'appuyer et lui donner tout le credit, qu'on voudrait pouvoir 
lui accorder. ..... Le peuplement qui existe aujourd' hui n' est point nouveau, meme pour le 
Pliocene, il constitue seulement une association d'ou, certains termes ont ete progressive
ment elimines, la n1asse etant demeuree sur place apres des oscillations plus ou moins 
etendues. En fait, les elements floraux propres cl l'Europe occidentale n'ont jamais aban
donnes la region; etc." If this should be true, the~ Mrs. REID'S method of comparing 
loses much of its value. Then it follows, that in comparing the Reuverian and the Teglian 
seed-floras or in determining the age of the Teglian flora by itself, one may not lay too 
much stress on the nurnber of the so-called recent species. 

Besides neither Mrs. RE ID nor VAN BAR EN take into account the possibility that 
the differences between the Reuverian and the Teglian seed-collections may have 

be ascribed to a locally different manner of sedimentation or to any other local cause. 
In G. 43 (1911) DUBOIS points out another source of mistakes. REID obtained the seeds 

and fruits of the SI Teglian species, described in G. 20 (I907L by washing on a sieve one 
cubic foot of clay dug out and packed in the presence of DUBOIS, when REID visited 
Tegelen in company of DUBOIS. By applying the same method the latter obtained only 
8 or 10 species (the not determined ones included). By REID'S method especially the 
smaller seeds are favoured, which in general come from herbaceous plants (DUBOIS, op. 
cit. p. 237)· 

The fact, that REID and DUBOIS obtained considerably different results from two equal 
q'ttantities of clay from the same pit, both with regard to the number and the nature of 
species, should make one very careful in drawing conclusions about difference of age. The 
more so with reference to materials collected by different persons (the Teglian material 
chiefly by REID, the Reuverian by JONGMANS and TESCB), fron1 pits lying at a great 
distance from each other and from different quantities of clay. 

Besides LAuRENT and MARTY doubt the correctness of the determination of some 
species: "l'ensemble des especes decrites cl Reuver dans le memoire anglais (1915, G. 53) 
constitue un tout assez homogene, sous les reserves que nous avons faites plus haut, au 
sujet de certains types, qu'il ne nous appartient pas d'analyser, ni de critiquer, mais, 
qui nous paraissent si hasardes, que nous ne pouvons en tenir compte, pour le Inoment du 
moins" (1923, G. 69, p. 62). FLORSCHlJrZ (1925, G. 75) identified Gnetum scandens ROXB. 
var. robustttm var. novo with the living Pseudolarix Kaempferi GORD. 

DUBOIS (1911 G. 43, p. 236) mentions the following Teglian species in evidence of 
the Pliocene age: Magnolia K obus, Pterocarya caucasica, E uryale limburg ensis, V itis 
vinijera, J uglans tephrodes, Staphylaea pinnata, Stratiotes elegans, Trapa Stijnsii (differing 
from Trapa natans), and the following genera: SeqttOia, Glyptostrobus (both determined 
from the wood by GOTHAN), a large-stoned Prunus, a Picea from the Omorica-group, 
but differing from the living species and frOln the fossil Picea omorikoides. 1) 

In the Reuverian Clay DUBOIS found cones of closely related to or identical 
with Picea M orinda and (probably) Picea 

"These plants not only point to a Inilder as the large-stoned Prunus, Staphylaea 
and Vitis vinifera, but most of these (DUBOIS is speaking of the Teglian species) belong 
to types characterizing the Tertiary in these parts of Europe, as in their Asian, American 
and Mediterranean character, they show themselves as relics of a more homogeneous 
palaearctic or circumpolar flora of that period" (DUBOIS 1911, G. 43, p. 236). On p. 237 
(op. cit.) DUBOIS calls attention to the great palaeontological importance of the ligneous 
plants, mentioned by him, (only Euryale, Trapa and Stratiotes are herbs) compared with 
herbaceous species of plants, which are better adapted to a cool climate than trees and 
shrubs, because in winter they are protected against the cold as seed, rhizome, etc. in the 
ground. Accordingly trees and shrubs will sooner have been extirpated than herbs, as 
the temperature decreased in the Late Tertiary (DUBOIS 1911, G. 43, p. 23;1--238). 

According to WEBER (1908, G. 26) the occurrence of East Asian and North American 
types proves nothing with regard to the Tertiary age of the Teglian flora. "Denn wir 
haben derartige genug noch in Ablagerungen, die sicher interglazial sind und vielleicht 
sogar Z. T. der zweiten Interglazialzeit (Mindel-Risz-Interglazialzeit) angehoren" (loc. 
cit. p. 377). DUBOIS (1911, G. 43, p. 239) however mentions six similar species, partly 
mentioned by WEBER himself: Euryale europaea, Brasenia purpurea, Dulichium spatha
ceum, Vaccinium priscum, Picea omorokoides and Rhododendron ponticum, which (with the 
exception of the two last mentioned) are all from different localities. Besides (with the 
exception of the two last mentioned) they are all herbs (op. cit. p. 239). 

According to WEBER (DUBOIS 1911, G. 34, p. 240) the interglacial layers consist 

1) VAN BAREN mentioned only the Pliocene species described by H.EID (1915, G.53). 
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partly of deposits from the middle (maximum) of an interglacial period, partly of deposits 
from the transition stage of a glacial to an interglacial period and vice versa. Hence, 
according to WEBER, the floras and faunas of the same interglacial period may show a 
totally different character whether they date from the beginning, the middle or the end 
of an interglacial period. According to WEBER the Teglian flora is from the middle of 
Diluvial period, which is very near the Pliocene. 

DUBOIS has the following objections to this: L The duration of the interglacial 
periods was most probably very long as compared with the transition stages. This is seen 
at Tegelen from the thick clay-layers and from the comparatively thin sand-layers, which 
form the transition to the gravel-layers. 2. The scarcity of exotic species of plants in the 
many interglacial layers described by WEBER does not agree with this. 3. The remains of 
the same species of plants and animals, though not equally numerous on all levels, are 
yet to be found almost throughout H1-e whole Teglian clay-layer. 4. By the frequent neces
sary removals of plants and animals, especially many species, which suffered most from 
the unfavourable conditions had soon totally disappeared frOln the region. This appears 
from the character of the known interglacial floras and faunas. "Only Tegelen possesses 
many exotic types, a great nlany more than have been found in any Diluvial interglacial 
layer" (DUBOIS 1911, G. 43, p. 241). 

LAURENT and MARTY (1923, G. 69) compared the Reuverian leaf-flora with that of the 
Pliocene floras of Central France. These authors give as extrenle limits for the age of the 
Reuverian flora: Middle Pliocene and Upper Miocene. Lower Pliocene seems the most 
probable to them. They, following REID (I9I5, G. 53), start however from the equivalence 
of the Reuverian Clay to the lO'leJer Teglian clay-layer (G. 69, p. 4), and, following RUTOT, 
from the equivalence of the Teglian Clay (%pper clay-layer) to the Campine Clay, 
is reckoned by RUTOT (I908, G. 31) to be Middle Pliocene (LAURENT et MARTY I923 
G. 69, p. 4--5)· 

DUBOIS (I904, G. 2) considers the Reuverian (l\.euver and Swalmen) and the Teglian 
Clay to be of the same age. It is one continuous clay-layer. In this DUBOIS bases himself 
chiefly on measurements carefully executed by himself by means of a surveyor's levelling, 
from which it appeared that the upper clay-layer of Tegelen gradually passes into the 
clay-layer of Reuver and Swalmen. REID (I9I5, G. 53) assumes faults in the high-plateau 
somewhat south of Tegelen. According to REID south of these faults the underlying 
Miocene floor is raised; only one clay-layer overlies it, which he considers being identical 
with the lower Teglian clay-layer. Of course the strength of DUBOIS' argument would be 
weakened through the existence of faults. It would, however, have to be proved that 
these faults are not older than the clay-layer of Reuver-Swalmen and the upper clay-layer 
of Tegelen. 

On studying the Late Pliocene floras one must bear in mind that the terms: Upper 
Pliocene and Lower Pleistocene In ay be applied to the same period in time, because 
they chiefly indicate the character of a flora, not a definite time. In the transition time 
from the Tertiary to the Quaternary epoch one region Inight be characterized by an 
Early Pleistocene flora, whereas, in an area more favoured as regards its local climate, an 
Upper Pliocene still survived (d. the division of the Palaeo- and the Neolithic periods). 
In the case of Tegelen we are confronted with another difficulty. The Teglian Clay contains 
a flora pointing to an Upper Pliocene age, but which also lies between two layers of 
gravel which according to the current opinion cannot be jascribed to anything but to 
glacial periods. If the Diluvium (glacial periods) is reckoned to belong to the Quaternary, 
the Teglia n Clay would also have to be called Quaternary. This contradiction finds a 
logical solution, when with DUBOIS, BOULE, and others part of the Diluvium is considered 
to belong to the Pliocene. This solution is possible, because, as was said by DUBOIS (G. 43), 
Tertiary and Quaternary, Pliocene and Pleistocen~, are palaeontological conceptions, 
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wher0eas Diluvium is a geological idea. It is rational, because then the classification of 
the Tertiary and Quaternary rests on one and the same foundation, and also applies to 
areas, when: the ice-sheets do not appear to have had any direct influence on conditions. 

Climate. According to LAURENT and MAI\.TY the Reuverian leaf-flora presents itself 
as an association with northern and southern elements. Such a combination, which 
always characterizes the southern border of a northern flora, is found at present at about 
35° to 40° N.L. Since the Reuverian time the northern flora has, therefore, moved la to I5° 
more to the south. This applie:s both to the European species and to the East Asian 
North American association. Also, from an analysis of the l\.euverian flora, LAURENT and 
MARTY get the impression, that they have to do here with an association of plants requir
ing a hunlid clinlate. 

Mr. and Mrs. REID (I9I5, G. 53) draw attention -to the fact that the nearest congeners 
of the Reuverian plants, now inhabiting southern China, are nearly all mountain plants. 
In other words, though living in southern latitudes they are teInperate forms, and belong 
to the moist and tenlperate forestbelt found only on the Chinese mountains and in the 
similar moist regions of the Himalayas and Japan. The sam·c is true of nearly all congeners 
which inhabit southern latitudes in whatever part of the Northern Hemisphere they may 
occur. According to Mr. and Mrs. REID the Reuverian flora suggests a nlean temperature 
not greatly differing from that found in southern France at the present day, or in the 
Mediterranean Region, though present-day conditions in the Mediterranean Region are 
unsuited to the Reuverian flora. This region is warm enough, but too dry for them, as 
are the lowlands of China. 

DUBOIS (I9II, G. 43, p. 236) : "These (Teglian) plants not only point to a milder 
climate, as the large-stoned Pr%n%s, Staphylaea and Vitis vinijera, 1) but nl0st of these 
belong to types characterizing the Tertiary in these parts of Europe, etc." 

In 1926 G. 77 p. 28 Mrs. REID writes: "The question of climate can only be treated 
in a very general way when dealing with extinct species. It is not justifiable to lay too 
much stress on individuals: for whatever be the present habitat and climatic zone of the 
nearest allies, it can never be known with certainty that this was exactly shared by the 
fossils; although the probability that it was so for the majority of species is great. Yet 
even among allied living species we find often a variety in climatic preference; and may 
individual species have wide range". 

On p. 23 of G. 77 Mrs. REID gives different instances of the discovery of tropical 
genera and species in the temperate forests of China. 

The Fauna. According to the statement of DUBOIS, REID, NEWTON, HAAsE and 
RICHARZ the Teglian Clay has produced a fauna cOlnposed of the following species: 

Moll us ca: Pal%dina 2 sp., Planorbis sp., Helix hispida Helix arb11storwm L., 
Helix sp., Limnea sp., Pisidi%11t Z sp., Unio sp., Bithynia tentac%lata L., Paludina dil%viana 
KUNTH, Helix tonnensis SANDB., Hyriopsis subschlegeli Hyriopsis altealata 
Rhomb%nio sp. 

Isces: Leucisc%s cephal%s L. ? 
Pinca vulgaris Cuv. 
A bramis brama L. 
Cyprinoid teeth (not identified). 
Esox l%cius L. 
A ng%illa vulgaris L. 

1) It might be supposed that Vitis vinifera might possibly belong to a more distant southern 
flora, and not to the flora of the immediate neighbourhood of Tegelen. The abundance, however, in 
Which the seeds of Vitis vinifera occur, renders this supposition improbable. "Les graines les plus 
abondantes sont celles de Vitis et de Pterocarya" (DUBOIS G. 6). 



Al11phibia: 
Heptilia: 
Maml11alia: 
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Gasterosteus aculeatus L. 
Perca flwviatilis L. 
Lucioperca sandra Cuv. 
Rana sp. 
Cistudo lutaria MARSILI. 
Equus Stenonis COCCRI. 
Rhinoceros eiruscus F ALC. 
Rhinoceros Nlercki JAG. (determined by the author) 
S~ts sp. (St1!ozzii MENEGH. ? scrofa L. ?). 
Hippopotamus sp. (majm! Cuv.). 
Cervus dicranius NESTI. 
Cerv~ls rhenanus DUB. 
Cervus teguliensis DUB. 
Elephas meridionalis NESTI. 
lYlicrotus (Arvicola) pliocaenicus MAJOR. 
111 icrotus (A rvicola) intermedius NEwToN. 
Castor europaeus L. 
Trogontherium Cuvier£ FISCHER. 
Talpa europaea L.? 
111 yoga le sp. 
Ursus etruscus Cuv. (= U. arvernens'ts CROIZ.). 
Hyaena Perrieri CROIZET. 
Hyaena crocuta ZIMM. 
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recent-Diluvial Hyaena crocuta, determined by NEwToN. DUBOIS mentions the Hyaena 
perrieri (in T.M.), which occurs in the Villafranchian (SOERGEL G. 73, p. 203). IVJ yogale sp. 
occurs in the fauna of the Forest-Bed; the recent Talpa e~t1'opaea in the faunas of Forest
Bed, Mosbach and Sussenborn; Trogontheriwn Cuvieri both in the Villafranchian and in the 
Saint-Prestian. Castor europaeus likewise. lVlicrotus pliocaeniCtlS is found in the Norwich 
Crag, \"'eybourn Crag and Val d'Arno.1l!jl,crotus interl1wdius in the Upper Fresh Waterbed, 
Estuarine Bed, and in the East Runton Bed C'vVeybourn Crag). Together they occur in 
the East Runton Bed. According to NEWTON (1907, G. 23 and 1910, 39) the Teglian Clay 
is, therefore, a later formation than the Norwich Crag and is slightly older than the 
Forest-Bed series. RUTTEN also considers both forms, specimens of whkh were found 
in a deep boring near Gorinchel11 by HARTING, and which have been classified by RUTTEN, 
as belonging to the )) oldest" fauna characterised by Elephas meridionalis and Rhinoceros 
etrusC~lS. The absence of 111 astodon arvernensis is only a negative argument, which, however, 
is not devoid of importance considering the rich finds of other species at Tegelen. So long 
as this fon11 has not been found, I do not feel myself justified in placing the Teglian 
fauna with the typical Villafranchian faunas, which are especially characterized by the 
simultaneous occurrence of IVJ astodon arvernensis and Elephas meridionalis. This will not 
say however that I consider the Teglian fauna to be of later date. The absence of 
l\IIastodon arvernensis in this fauna or in this locality n1ay be only accidental. The 
specimens found of Elephas meridionalis are confined to two. The first is l11entioned by 
RUTTEN (1909, G. 32): a "condylus mandibulae, welcher vielleicht zu Elephas meridionalis 
gestellt werden musz". The second is a fragment of a molar, of which three badly worn 
lamellae are preserved. Prof. SCHLOSSER (RICHARZ, 1921, G. 65) states: "es kann 
iiberhaupt nichts anderes als Elephas meridionalis in Frage k0111men". His opinion is 

Of the n1011uscan fauna Helix hispida occurs in the Loess (among others in the Loess- founded on the considerable breadth of the molar. Whether these data are sufficient to 
profile near Grevenbroick, Rheinland: J ahrb. XXXII, 1911, Teil 11, p. 156, KRAusE).[ prove the occurrence of Elephas meridionalis must be left out of consideration in this stUdy. 
Bithynia tentac~llata is known from the Oldest Interglacial deposit of Hulserberg, which The Teglian fauna also presents close resen1blance with that of the Saint-Prestian 
was reckoned by KRAUSE loco cit. p. 144 to belong to the same horizon as Tegelen. Palu- (Saint Prest, Sainzelles, Chalon-Saint-Cosme, Leffe), which is characterized by the absence 
dina diluviana is a zone-fossil of the Lower Interglacial in the Diluvium of the East Elbe of 1\IJ astodon arvernensis and the occurrence of Elephas meridionalis, Rhinoceros etruscus, 
(KRAUSE 1914, G. 51). Helix tonnensis appears, however, in the Second Interglacial deposits Eq~lUS Stenonis, Hippopotamus major, and Trogontheri~tm Cuvieri. It is, however, remarkable 
(RICHARz 1921, G. 65). HAAS (1920, G. 61), who has detern1ined a number of Unionidae that Alces latifrons, Cervus Depuisi, Bison priscus, and a very large form 1) from the 
from the Brachter-Wald near Venlo (i.e. the three last-mentioned of the list) does notl group of the Elaphidae, which occur side by side with the first-mentioned species in 
pronounce an opinion about the age of the clay-layer in which they have been found. the Saint-Prestian, have so far not been found in the Teglian Clay. In the great quantity 

The species of fish mentioned are of no importance for the fixing of the age, as theYl of remains of deer, which has come to our knowledge since DUBOIS' determination, it is 
occur both in the Tertiary and in recent times. not impossible that typical Saint-Prestian species are present. In the fauna of Mosbach, 

The mammalian fauna of Tegelen has the follovving species in C0111mon with that also, Elephas meridionalis and Equus Stenonis are mentioned. This statement is, however, 
of the upper layers of the Val d' Arno : Equus Stenonis, Rhinoceros etruscus, Sus Strozzii (?)1)' based on Museum material, the exact locality of which is not known with certainty. 
Cervus dicranius, Elephas meridionalis, 1I1icrotus pliocaenicus, Castor europaeus (=.:: C. The other fauna of Mosbach seems to l11e of later date than the Teglian. The same remark 
fiber L. = C. plicidens MAJOR) and Urs'tts etruscus. The Teglian Clay, however, lacks also applies to the fauna of Sussenborn and Mauer. The Cromerian fauna displays such 
(so far?) 111 astodon arvernensis, which is typical for the Villafranchian, to which, with the a mixture of earlier and later forms, that it should be considered as a double fauna. The 
upper layers of the Val d'Arno, also les breches de Perrier (Puy-de-Dome), les sables 3, bones fr0111 the Teglian Clay, on the other hand, exhibit no trace of having been rolled; 
Mastodontes du Puy-en-Velay, les sables de Chagny (Sa one et Loire), the Norwich Cragl they are, on the contrary, so well preserved that there can be no question of transportation 
and the Mastodontenschotter of Hessen and Thuringia are considered to belong. Moreover before or after fossilisation. 
the Teglian Clay has produced some species that do not occur in the faunas of the Villa- So far Rh. 111 ercki has neither been found in the Villafranchian nor in the Saint
franchian: as Rh. 111 ercki, Hyaena CrOC'l4ta, Talpa europaea?, 1I1yogale sp., Cervus rhenanus Prestian faunas. In this it should, however, be borne in mind that, though Rhinoceros 
and Cervus teguliensis. The two last-mentioned' species are entirely new, but allied ta Nlercki is a geologically later form than Rhinoceros etnlscUs, Rhinoceros 111 eJ!cki lived 
the Pliocene forms of the Auvergne and the English Crag (DUBOIS 1905, G. 6). REID; simultaneously not only with Rhinoceros etruscus, but also with Elephas trogontherii and 
mentions in 1915 (G. 53) : Hl:ppopotamus amphibius, determined by DUBOIS. This author Equus sp. aff. Stenonis, as appears from the fauna of the high-terrace of Amiens, even 
however identifies, as many others do, Hippopotam~ts amphibius with Hippopotamus mafor, with Elephas cf. meridionalis as the fauna of Solilhac clearly shows. This latter fauna is 
as appears from p. 218-219 of G 2. REID (G. 53, p. 11) and WEINGARTNER mention the of only slightly later date than that of Saint Prest (cf. G. 72 and G. 73). 

1) RrCHARZ mentions in G. 65 (1921) its occurring in the Teglian Clay. The remains (teeth) 
are in the Museum of the Mission House at Steyl(near Tegelen). The label gives however Sus scrota, 1} This may possibly be present (T.M.). 



In any case a determination of the age of the Teglian fauna on the ground of a few 
detached species is entirely unwarranted. When studying the separate species one isi 
confronted with series of difficulties; e.g.: doubt about the validity of the determinationf 
in some cases, uncertainty about the age of the different localities, with regard to eachl 
other and in the chronology of the glacial periods. In order to reduce this difficulty tot 
a minimum, it is safest to consider the fauna as a whole. In the light of the knowledge[ 
which we possess at present of the Teglian fauna and of those of other localities, we lTIay~ 
take the n1ammalian fauna of Tegelen as sin1ilar to the Saint-Prestian faunas. It 111 ay, 
perhaps, be equivalent to the Villafranchian faunas. One geologist lTIay count it among thef 
Pliocene forms, another among the Pleistocene ones, according to where the line is drawn,' 
Most authors look upon the Villafranchian as being Upper Pliocene, the French 
geologist HAUG however places it in the Quaternary. According to SOERGEL (1923, G. 73, 
the authors still disagree about the age of the Saint-Prestian: DEPERET and LEMOINE' 
attribute it to the Upper Pliocene, WUST and WIEGERS place it in the First Interglacial 
period (Giinz-Mindel), which they reckon to the Quaternary. When, however, the Quater
nary is considered to begin with the Risz, as DUBOIS, BouLE, and others do, it is,\ 
undoubtedly, Pliocene. "Many of the mammals which have already been found at Tegclen 
are characteristic of Pliocene strata" (NEWTON 1913, G. 50, p. 253). 

ON 

In the detennination of the upper molar dentitions from Tegelen, I first compare 
them with that of Rh. etruscus FALc., for already in 1904 Prof. EUG. DUBOIS, who was the 
first to draw attention to the remarkable clay-bed of Tegelen, and who made a collection 

The Climate. A land-fauna, as that of Tegelen, presents few data about the climate. of fossils found there, now preserved in Teyler's Museum at HaarlelTI, ascribed the upper 
Among its species, it numbers, indeed, several old forms. There are, however, several dentition of Rhinoceros, which was alTIOng the collected fossils, to Rh. etruscus. The denti
examples of animal species from the glacial period, akin to recent tropical forms, which tions from Tegelen should, however, also be compared with the upper molars of the closely 
evidently were adapted to a colder climate. The occurrence of Hippopotamus, however allied species Rh. IVIercki JAG., which has SOlTIe localities, inter alia Mosbach and Cromer, 
seems to suggest a milder climate than the present one. Its presence seems at least to in common with Rh. etntscus. A comparison in the British Museun1 in London of upper 
presuppose such a climate that the rivers and lakes were not frozen over in winter. This,; molars of Rh. megarhinus DE CHRISTOL from English localities, of Rh. hemitoechus FALc., 
at least, is necessary for recent hippopotami. and of Rh. leptorhinus OWEN led to the conclusion that these three forms are identical 

with Rh. IVIercki JAG. (cf. P. 29, p. 105). Rh. megarhinus DE CHRISTOL from French 
localities, hence the real Rh. 1negarhinus, is left out of consideration, because among others 

1. DUBOIS has proved, through the boring in 1906, that the Teglian Clay is an inter-, this purely Pliocene form possesses no bony nasal septum, whereas the dentition in the 
glacial deposit from the First Interglacial period (Mindel-Risz). . Steyler Museum belonged to an individual of which also the nasal part, provided with a 

2. The Teglian flora and fauna contain many elements pointing to an Upper Pliocene' heavily developed bony partition, has been found. 
age. Nor need Rh. antiqU1:tatis BLuM. be considered, on account of the great differences 

3. The arguments in favour of difference of age between the Reuverian (Reuver-Swal-' which its easily recognisable upper dentition presents with the molars frOlTI Tegelen. 
men) and the Teglian Clay are debatable. The arguments of DUBOIS in favour of 
equivalence have not been refuted. 

4. The Teglian flora and fauna point to a milder climate than the present one; 
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DESCI~IPTION OF THE PEEMANENT UPPEE MOLAl{ DENTITION IN T.M, 1). 

Rh. etruscus, PI. I; Pl. V, fig. 2; Pl. VI, fig. 3. 

The dentition in T.M. belonged to a perfectly adult, but not very aged individual. 
Mol. 3 was already taken into use, but the inner tops of the proto- and metalophus are 
not yet worn by mastication. 

The left series is complete and consists of 3 prernolars and 3 molars. Of the righthand 
series the last premolar and the last true lnolar are absent. 

The left series is 234 mm. long. } 
The length of the prenl0lars is 102,.6 lnm. measured at the base of the crown . 
The length of the lnolars is 136 mm. 
Dimensions: the diInensions taken at the base of the crown are unifonn with those 

of 8 and P. 29. 

1. antero-posterior diameter (taken along the 

2. antero-transverse 
dianleter 

3. postero-transverse 
diameter 

outside of the crown) 
(taken across the 
protolophus) 
(taken across the 
metalophus) 

pm.3 pm,2 pm. I 

Left and Right Pm. 3 (Antepenultimate Premolar). PI. I. 

mol, I mol,2 mol. 3 

The antero-external angle of the outer surface (= first costa of BOYD DAWKINS) is 
but slightly produced. The second costa (= "Leiste" of SCHROEDER =~ 2nd costa of BOYD 

DAWKINS cf. P. 8 PI. X) is only faintly developed, only lirrlited in front by a broad shallow 
vertical groove. This groove disappears towards the base. The rest of the outer surface is 
regularly convex from the front backwards. Only, on the base of the outer surface there is 
a depression of the enamel above the place where the two roots meet. The back edge 
bears a rough ridge as indication of an outer cingulum. 

The grinding surface is little sinuous, only excavated in the longitudinal direction 
of the tooth. In the lefthand premolar 3 the protolophus bears an egg-shaped disc, and 
is connected by means of a narrow vertical enamel ridge (lanlella) with the ectolophus. 
This connection of the protolophus with the ectolophus lies considerably lower than the 
crown-surface, but somewhat higher than the anterior cingulum. Yet on further wear 
the isolation of the medisinus would have taken place first towards the inside and then 
towards the front, the point where protolophus and met810phus diverge lying considerably 
higher than the point where the vertical connecting ridge of protolophus and ectolophus 
meets the latter. \;Vith regard to the right hand pm. 3 it is not correct to speak of a connect
ing ridge. The protolophus itself gradually narrows towards the outside. \;Vith respect 

1) In 1904 (G. 2) DUBOIS ascribed this dentition to Rh. etruscus FALC. 
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to the anterior cingulum the connection with the ectolophus lies still l'.Jwer. There, too,' above the last root, and bt-~comes fainter at the top. Both folds are still a great deal less 
the medisinus would have beconle closed first towards the inside, then in front, thought distinct than the prrl. I reproduced by SCHROEDER (P. 29 p. 27) would lead us to. expect. 
the point, where the proto- and the metalophus part, lies somewhat lower with regard Between the two roots of the teeth the base of the outer surface is not depressed. 
to the inner cingulum than in the left pm. 3. The discs of the metalophus and the posterior cingulum are still distinctly separated. 

The disc o.f the mctalo.phus is about at right angles to that of the ectolophus, and isl The stelidion has four secondary folds on the inner side. The parastelidion is well devel
on the point of joining that of the posterior cingulun1. The Inedisinus has the form of a aped, and almost touches the stelidion. Lower down they diverge more and more. 
deep triangular pit, terminating below in a point. From the ectolophus projects a large' The cingulum at the anterior aspect is broad and not crenated. It ends just before 
parastelidion into the medisinus, and from the n1etalophus a threefold stelidion. Parasteli~ the antero-internal angle turned up in a pronounced hook. There is no trace of a cingulum 
dion and stelidion are not in co.ntact. On further wear the distance would have becorne' to be seen on the antero-internal angle. The inner cingulum is a broad ridge, and has the 
greater and greater, till soon the whole stelidion would have vanished. The postsinus same shape as in pm. 2, with this difference, that it runs upwards towards the grinding 
has the shape of a rectangular trapezium and terminates below in a point. surface more to the back, but then also n10re steeply. The posterior cingulum has the usual 

The cingulunl on the front side is well develo.ped, running frOIn the interior side1 V-shaped incision. 
o.f the ectolophus about horizontally almost to. the front-interior angle. In the middle it Here, too, the entrance to the medisinus between the proto- and metalophus lies high 
rises into a pillar, tending towards the grinding surface. It ends on the front of the protolo- above the inner cingulum; it is distinctly rounded without division line between the lobes. 
phus turned upward like a hook. Accordingly the cingulmn does not pass round the 
protolophus, but it commences anew on the inner side, runs a little upwards, to beyo.nd 
the boundary of the proto- and the Inetalophus, then somewhat downwards, after which, 
halfway the inner side of the metalophus, it begins to ascend abruptly. The disc of the Left and Right Mol. 1. PI. I ; PI. V, fig. 2. 

posterior cingulum is on the point of coinciding with that of the metalophus. The who.lei On its outer surface the upper part of the second costa is sharply defined both to the 
cingulum does not bear the character of a continuous series of tubercles, but of a front and to the back. Below it gets more indefinite. Behind the second costa in the lniddle 
defined ridge of enamel. of the outer surface there is seen a broad tumidity. At the back the surface is concave, 

The entrance to the medisinus lies high above the inner cingulum, forming in strongly leaning over to the inside. Abo.ve the last root there begins, at the base of the 
way a high pass. This pass is rounded in the lefthand pm. 3 ; in the right hand pm. 3 crown, a less distinct tumidity, which becomes less pronounced above. Between the two 
is not the case to the san1e extent. There the slopes of the two lobes form an angle roots the base of the outer surface shows a depr~ssion. At the back edge there is to be 
about 90°. The slopes themselves are, however, concave. seen a clear remainder of an outer cingulurn, which is continued as far as the base 

of the crown. 

The crown surface is more sinuous than in pm. I, and narrows towards the back. Left and Right Pm. 2 (Penultimate Premolar). PI. 1. 
The disc of the metalophus points n10re obliquely backwards than in the premolars. The second costa of the outer surface is more clearly to be distinguished than 

The stelidion has a blunt shape, and a small fold in the inner corner. Also deep in the pm. 3, in front bounded by a distinct furrow, at the back less sharply defined. The rest 
. wide medisinus it does not change its direction, remaining several millimeters distant the outer surface shows two very slight undulations, The back edge bears again a 

from the protolophus. The left mol. .I has a sn1all parastelidion in the antero-external ridge. There is no depression of the enamel above the place where the outer roots 
corner of the medisinus; the righthand rnol. I has two small folds. 

The grinding surface is slightly more sinuous than that in pm. 3. The discs of 
The anterior cingulum is a broad ridge, and ends at the antero-internal angle slightly pro to- and metalophus are confluent with that of the ectolophus. The discs of proto- -

. .. . turned up like a hook. On the inside of the protolophus there is no trace of a cingulum 
metalophus are stIll separate. In the left pm. 2 that of the postenor cmgulum IS on to b d t t d A' . 1 . 1 d b f 

. . . . '" e e ec e. n mner cmgu um IS on y represente y a ew sn1all tubercles at the 
pOInt o.f unItIng WIth that of the metalophus. In the nght one thIS has Just taken place." ent f th d' . d f" d' . f . 1 . 

. . . . . • - rance 0 e me ISInus, an a very alnt m lcatlOn 0 a cmgu um along the slope of 
There IS a clear parastehdlOn. More backward the nght pnl. 2 has a fold as suggestIOn I,', the t 1 h Th . 1 th b 1 h . 'T 1 d'" . 

.. , .... . . .. 1; me a op us. e cmgu um on e ac ( as agam a \ -s lape mCISlOn and the Inmost 
of an accessory parastehdIOn. 1he stehdlOll IS In the left pm. 2 bIfId. In the nght SImp e'!part h d' f't ' 

., S l' . d l'd' j • as a ISC 0 1 sown. 
but it bears a few seco.ndary folds near the Intenor corner. ,te IdlOn an paraste 1 IOn;,. Th t t th d" . f d b h' h l' . 

. . f ; e en rance 0 e me ISInus IS orme y a pass, w IC Ies lower than In the pre-
a.hnost touch each o.ther, so that on shghter wear they have pOSSIbly cut of an accessorY~mola I - t'll th th' d' t f h " 1 rrh . 
f rrh d' d -l . i, rs, owe1 s 1 an e Inner en pOIn 0 t e antenor cmgu urn. e rest of the mner 
ossette. ey Iverge ownwar..t. i' 1 bl ' 

. ... . : clllgu um ocks up the entrance. 1 he pass ascends gradually between the proto- and 
On the front the Cingulum forms a broad ndge, runnIng obhquely down, and termlna-l met 1 h ft h' h't I d b 1 h . 

. . . . .. . i a op us, a er w IC 1 S opes own pretty a rupt y to t e deep SInus. The entrance 
tIng abruptly at the antero-mtenor angle turned upward. The upturned pOSItIOn IS not, is wid' t t 'th th 1 f Rh t . L M d 'b d b S . . . 1 t e, In con ras WI e mo . I 0 . e ruscus m . . escn e y TROMER VON 
shown by the left pm. 2. On the Inner SIde halfway the protoloph the clngu mn recomlnen-;REICH (P)' h' h 1 th f . ,. 

. . b 1; ENBACH. 25 , In w lC 1110 ar e entrance orms a very narrow sht Stnctly 
ces, It then slopes gently upwards as far as Just past the boundary of the two 10 es, t len,speal . th t . th 1 . T M . 't d Th . 

.. . h ,nng e en rance In e mo . I In .1. IS not qm e roun. e proto- and metalophus 
slowly down, nSlng fInally steeply up along the slope of the metalophus, somew at ITIOre rneet · - l' th t d t th' . 1 b f b h h 1 

. . . " .. 1 .. In a lne a procee s 0 e Inner Clngu U1l1, ut 0 ot t e s opes are concave and 
steeply than In pm. 3· The entrance to the medlsInus lIes hIgh above the lllner cmgu um",diverg 'd 1 f· h th - . 11 "d I h 1 f d h . 

. ... d f' e WI e y rorn eac 0 el, especla y more mSI e. n tee t an t e nght mol I 
The boundIng slopes of the lobes meet In a hne, are slIghtly concave, an orrn;a clear v t' 1 f . t b 'th th f t'd h b If' 

b 1 : er lca urrow IS 0 e seen neI er on e ron SI e nor on t e ac (0 the proto-
an 0 tuse ang e. ;loph rrh' 'd f th t 1 h h '. . us. e Inner SI e 0 e pro 0 op us, owever, possesses a vertIcal furrow In both 

L f (L' P 1 -) '>1 I' PI VI f ') ~olars. The n1etalophus, especially of the righthand molar, shows a beginning o.f the 
e t Pm. last relno a1 . I. , . ,Ig. J' . h d 1 peculiar twist". (P. 10, p. 365). 

Behind the second costa, which becomes vaguer below there are two shg t un u a-
tions. (PI. VI, fig. 3). The first begins above, and becomes fainter below, the other begins 



Left and Right Mol. 2. PI. I; PI. V, fig. 2. 

The outer surface shows the waves described for mol. I, but more pronounced. 
second costa is more sharply defined and the back part of the outer wall leans over 

more distinctly to the inside. 
Mol. 2 is less worn than mol. I. The crown surface is nlore sinuous and narrower. 

The proto- and metalophus point still more obliquely backwards. At the back the base 

is conlparatively narrower. . . 
The stelidion is not so blunt as in mol. I : it is narrower and Inore pOInted. Its dlrec·· 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PERMANENT UPPER MOLAR DENTITION IN M.M. 1) 

IN SO FAR AS IT DIFFERS FROM THAT IN T.M. 

Rh. etrusc%s, PI. II ; PI. IV. fig. I; PI. V. fig. 1. 

tion is not changed near the bottom of the medisinus. There are small folds vi.sible in ~he 
inner corner, in the righthand mol. 2 as a vertical enan1el ridge, just on the pOInt of beIng 
liable to being ground. These folds are also mentioned by TOULA (P. 31 , p. 75 ~nd 76)1 
in mol. 2 of Rh. hundsheimensis and of Rh. etrttSC%S FALC. Val d' Arno Mus. Munchen,; 
A parastelidion is visible near the bottom of the wide medisinus, in the right nlOlar as The dentition in M.M. belonged to an adult individual, which was, however, younger 
one tubercle, in the left molar as two, ; than the individual the remains of which are preserved in T. M. Mol. 3 had not yet been 

The anterior cingulum is well developed; at the antero-internal angl~ ?f the ~toot.h! taken into use. The grinding surface of mol. 2 has not yet reached the inner top of the 
turned up so as to fonn a decided hook. Before the entrance of the m:dls~nus th~re IS: metalophus. 
a row of continuous, worn cusps, as remains of an inner cingulum, whIch IS contInued! The series of teeth on both sides are complete. Only the back half is missing in the 
sonle distance on either side at the base of the two lophi, especially on the side of the· left pm. 2 and in the left mol. 3. 
metalophus, where it tenninates in a slightly larger cusp. On both. sides it do~s n~t ascend,; The right series of teeth is 259 mm. long } 
The posterior cingulum has a deeper incision than in Inol. 1. Stnctly speakIng It forms ai The length of the prelnolars is 113 mm. measured at the base of the crown. 
zigzag line with two summits. This applies also to mol. 1. . . .! The length of the molars is 154 mm. 

The entrance to the medisinus still forms a pass. In mol. 2 thIS lIes lower than In mol. I1 
below the endpoint of the anterior cingulum, and only little above the ename~ boundery oll 
the inner surface. The pass rises less steeply and descends less abruptly than In m~l. 1. ThE 
entrance is wider and rounder than in mol. I in T.M. owing to the greater concavIty of .th~ 
bounding slopes. Nevertheless the limit of the base of both of them is. st~ll visible as a h~e~ 

The back of the protolophus shows a faint vertical furrow. ThIS IS not the case WIHt 
the front side. The peculiar twist of the top of the metalophus is clearly to b~ seen. Outel; 
side and inner side of mol. 2 are more inclined towards each other than In mol. I 

Left Mol. 3. PI. I; PI. V, fig. 2. . 

The right mol. 3 is missing. The left nlol. 3 is only little wo~n. The basal ~lane IS sub~ 

Dimensions 

I. antero-posterior 
diameter 

2. antero-transverse 
diameter 

3. postero-transverse 
diameter 

pm.3 

left right left 

30 31 -

5 36 SI 

37 5 

pm.2 pm. I mol. I 

right left right left right 

36 40 40 4'7 47 

SI 56 56 57* ·5 

4, a 44 SI SI 52* SI 

triangular. The outer surface is little sinuous. The second costa IS sharply outlIned. In th; * too large through conglutination 
middle of the outer surface there is a broad tumidity and above the last.ro~t a pr~nounce~ The upper dentition in M.M. is slightly larger than that In T.M. 
tumidity of the enamel. The back part of the wall inclines towards the InSIde as In mol. 2 

The medisinus is broad. A well developed stelidion issues from the Inetalophusl 

mol. 2 mol. 3 

left right left right 

49 49 52 54 

56 56 52 

48 48 

At the crown surface it is ahnost at right angles to the metalophus ; deeper in the medisinu:\ Left and Right Pm. 3 (AntepenultiInate Premolar). PI. n . 
. it recedes to the outside, so that on further wear the stelidion would have forn:e~ an obt~s1 They are somewhat larger than those in T.M. The basal plane has a different form 
anale with the grinding surface of the metalophl1s. Also at the bottOIn the stehdIOn remalD1 the front and back width being about the same, whereas in those in T. M. the back width 
at ba distance of at least 3 mn1. from the protolophus. There two tubercles at the ectolophu,; not inconsiderably exceeds the front width. 
placed one above the other, indicate the parastelidion, which, also when worn oft further The second costa on the outer surface is more pronounced. The base of the outer 
wOllld never unite with the stelidion. . surface exhibits no depression above the place where the roots meet. 

The cingulum on the front side forms a broad ridge, and ends hook-shaped at thi The grinding-surface is more sinuous than in that in T.lVI. The protolophus bears a 
antero-internal angle. A low, faintly developed enamel ridge before the entrance of th~ long narrow disc, which is not confluent with that of the ectolophus. The connection with 
n1edisinus represents the inner cingulum. The entrance itself is low, wide., and rounded; the ectolophus lies here 6 Inm. above the anterior cingulum, i.e. higher than in the specimens 
without dividing line between the proto- and metalophus. It is hardly POSSIble ~o. speak 0 in T.M. Nevertheless, here too the Inedisinus would have been closed first towards the insi
a pass here, for the entrance lies at the same level as the bottom o~ the .medlslnus, anQ de, then towards the front. For the discs of proto- and metalophus in the left pm. 3 are 
reaches almost the crown base on the inside. The rest of the po~tsmus IS. fo~med by 6 on the point of uniting, the disc of the protolophus, adjoining the ectolophus, still lying 
shallow depression of the enamel on the back of the metaloph~s. T~IS depressIOn IS b~unde 
by an enamel ridge auricle-shaped, representing the postenor cmgulum. From thIS 
terior cingulum no ridges tend to the crown surface. 

1) This dentition was found on the 18th of Dec. 1924 in the dark-blue clay of the pit owned by 
Canoy, Herfkens & Co. 18 to I9 m. below the surface of the ground. 
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several mm. below the disc of this latter. In the right pm. 3 the discs of proto- and (PI. V, fig. I) closely resembles that of the left pm. I of Rh. NI ercki from Heggen reproduced 
phus have already beconle one, the medisinus still being open in front. To speak of SCHROEDER P. 30 , Taf. 4, Fig. 2. It is, however, comparatively less high, though it is 
connecting enamel ridge is not quite correct, because the protolophus itself, though . less won~. The index of height of pm. I of. Rh. lYI ercki from Heggen is = 147· 
becomes narrower, is continued to the inner side of the ectolophus. mdex of heIght of pm. I in M.M. 117·5· 

Near the bottom of the medisinus the double parastelidion is faintly indicated. The stelidion is double in the left, single in the right pnl. I, but here it has a fold in the 
stelidion is two-fold. corner. In both teeth it is long, and almost touches the protolophus. Deeper down it 

On the front side in the middle the cingulum has no pillar; in both teeth it passesfbends.round to the antero-external corner of the medisinus, so that on further wear the 
round the protolophus, and then rises gradually. The cingulum is crenated. The division!directlOn would have become entirely different. Near the bottonl there is a faint vertical 
between the cingulum on the anterior and inner aspect is visible by an obtuse angularienamel fol~ to be seen as parastelidion. 
depression, above which some tubercles are to be seen, lying above each other along ther The CIngulum on the front side is well developed and crenated. It does not pass 
slope of the protolophus. The anterior cingulum is divided by an incision into a larger!round the protolophus, but stops on the front side, not turned up like a hook. An incision 
external and a smaller internal part. A vertical indistinct furrow runs from this incision! divides the anterior cingulum into a larger outer part, and a smaller inner part. A vertical 
to the base of the crown. This peculiarity of the anterior cingulum is more clearly markedlfurrow passes from the incision to the base of the crown. This furrow is most marked in 
in the right pnl. 3 than in the left one. The anterior cingulum is not so strongly markedl the left pITl. 1. Of the cingulum on the inside only the fairly steeply ascending part along 
as in pm. 3 in T.M. . ~ [the. metalop~us is pres~nt. This .par.t is not sharply defined from the slope of the metalophus 

In the right pm. 3 the entrance to the medisinus lies still higher above the inneri as m pnl. I In T.M. Nor does It nse so steeply, but it already begins to ascend more to 
cingulum than in pm. 3 in T.M., and is besides rounded. !the front, i.e. halfway the inner side of the metalophus. The posterior cingulmll shows the 

tusual V-shaped incision, and lies far below the pass in the right pm. I ; in the left it lies 
Ion a level with the pass, the pass (entrance to the medisinus on the inside) itself lying 

Left and Right Pm. 2 (Penultimate Premolar). PI. n. tl~wer here. The pass lies high above the inner cingulum, and is rounded, without dividing 
Of the left pm. 2 the outer posterior angle is quite broken off. The right one is intact.pme of the protolo~hus and the metalophus in the middle. Pm. I in M.M. is less brachyo

The basal plane has another form than in pm. 2 in T.M. The difference between frontl dont than pm. I In T.M. 

width and back width is nluch greater. 
The outer surface is pretty flat. The second costa is clear, the undulations are broad 

and vaguely indicated. In the middle a broad, low tumidity is seen, which narrows towards! Left and Right Mol. 1. PI. 11; PI. IV, fig. 1. 

the top, and a tmllidity above the last root, which reaches no further than the middle of I. Mol. I in M.M. is larger than mol. I in T.M. Also the shape of the basal plane is slightly 
the height. Further also a very faint depression on the base of the crown between;dlfferent. The difference between front and back width is greater. 
the two roots. Here, too, a rougher ridge on the back edge represents the remainsf The outer surface has the same folds as in mol. I in T.M., but the broad tumidity in 
of an outer cingulum. ;the middle is more pronounced. The back edge presents only a trace of an outer cingul~m. 

The grinding surface is more sinuous than in pm. 2. in T.M. The stelidion is long and! The crown surface is more sinuous than in mol. I in T.M., owing to less wear. The 
narrow, simple with two small folds in the inner corner, which are absent in the leftptelidion is longer, and draws near to the protolophus. Especially in the left mol. I the 
The top is at a distance of only 11/2 mnl. from the protolophus. The distance is maintainedlouter extremity of the medisinus is almost separated from the main part. This stelidion 
also deep down in the medisinus. A parastelidion is only indicated by a tubercle near theldoes not change its direction near the bottom of the sinus. In the right mol. I there is a 
bottom. The cingulmll on the front side is well-developed and crenated. It does not pass!~mall parastelidion at the place where protolophus and ectolophus meet. In the left mol. 
round the antero-internal angle. On the inner side of the protolophus the cingulum beginspt seems rather to start from the protolophus, and would, accordingly, be an antistelidion. 
again; it then ascends at once, but not steeply, towards the back. The inner cingulumlThe stelidion bears no folds in the inner corner. 
is not so clear as in pm. 2 in T.M., and is provided with tubercles. The posterior cinguluml The cingulum on the front side is well developed, and consists clearly of a larger outer 
renlains below the pass in the left pm. 2, and in the right pm. 2 it is about on the sameipart and a smaller inner part. A vertical furrow runs under the incision to the enamel 
level as the pass. The entrance to the medisinus lies higher, especially in the right pm. 2!?ase. The anterior cingulum does not terminate turned up hook-shaped at the antero-
than in pm. 2 in T.M., and it is rounded. pnternal angle. 

; An inner cingulum is not present, unless a snlooth swelling of the enamel at the entrance 
of the medisinus against the base of the protolophus might, perhaps, be taken as such. 

Left and Right Pm. I (Last Premolar). PI. 11; PI. V, fig. 1. lThe posterior cingulum has a V-shaped incision. 
Both pm. I in M.M. are larger than pm. I in T. M. As regards shape of the basal! The entrance to the nledisinus forms a pass. This pass lies much lower than in the 

plane they resemble pm. I in T.M. They are, however, less worn, hence higher, the grind.;~re~olars, but ~onsiderably hi.gher above t~e enamel border than in mol. I in T.lVI. 
ing surface being more sinuous. I eSIdes the pass lIes somewhat hIgher than the Internal endpoint of the anterior cingulum. It 

In no case does the outer surface show the folds of pm. I of Rh. etntSC'us from Mosbacblascends more steeply than in mol. I in T.M., after which it abruptly slopes down to the bot
(P. 29, p. 57). According to SCHROEDER this latter case is an exception. In pm. I in M.M,'tom of the medisinus. The proto- and metalophus meet in a line. The slopes are greatly 
there is a distinct tumidity in the middle behind the second costa, which becomes narrower!concave, in consequence of which the entrance is wide, still wider than in mol. I in T.M. 
towards the top. Behind this the wall is concave with a slight swelling of the enamel basel On the front side of the protolophus a vertical furrow is very clearly to be seen. 
above the last root. Between the two roots the enamel is slightly depressed. A rough ridge;On the back of the protolophus a furrow is visible in the right mol. I ; it is, however, 
on the back edge should.be considered as the remains of an outer cingulum. The outsidelShallow, so that it is doubtful whether it can give rise on further wear to a trefoil shape 
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of the disc. On the left mol. I there is no furrow on the back of the protolophus, but 
small excavation. The inner side of the protolophus bears no vertical furrow. 

The base of the protolophus takes up more room compared with the base of 
metalophus in mol. I in M.M. than in mol. I in T.M. The peculiar twist of the top of 
metalophus is very Iuar ked. 

Left and Right Mol. 2. PI. II; PI. IV, fig. 1. , 

Mol. 2 in M.M. is slightly larger than that in T.lVI. As regards the fonu of the 
plane they differ in so far that mol. 2 in M.M. with greater outside length, is about 
broad in front and narrower at the back. 

The outer surface shows the same undulations as mol. I. The tumidity in the 
is, however, larger and higher than in mol. I, also n10re pronounced than in mol. I 

T.M. The swelling above the two roots is less than in mol. 2 in T.lVI. The lower part of 
outer surface bears no traces of a cement layer, in mol. I and 2 in T.M. it does. ~ 

The stelidion is particularly long and lies almost in a line with the grinding ""~'+r),~," 

of the Iuetalophus. In the depth it reaches, with its inner surface, the back of the 
lophus. They do not merge into each other, but in any case the outer p~rt of t?e 111C;UL:HilUI; 

would have got isolated on further wear. The stelidion has no folds III the Inner 
In the left molar a comparatively large parastelidion, which has no grinding surface 
yet, and remains I mm. distant from the stelidion, starts from ~he antero-external 
of the medisinus, but very clearly from the ectolophus. In the nght IUOl. 2 the 
bears, near the bottom, a small tubercle as parastelidion, and the protolophus a 
one as antistelidion. The medisinus itself is much narrower at the bOttOlU than 
mol. 2 of T.M. 

The cingulum on the front side is developed as strongly as in mol. 2 of T.lV!. In 
with this latter it shows a distinct division into two with a vertical furrow under 
incision to the enamel border. The inner end is not turned up hook-shaped. There is 
trace of a cingulum on the inner side. The posterior cingulum is V-shaped without an 
summit. On PI. 2, fig. I b there is something visible in the right mol. 2 that resembles 
inner cingulum. In reality it is a cut through the enamel. This is not found in the left mol. 

The entrance to the medisinus forms a pass, which lies lower than in mol. I, but 
higher than in mol. 2 in T. M. The pass lies at about th~ same.level as t~e inner end of 
anterior cingulum. The entrance is wide, but not so WIde as In mol. I In M.M., and as 
IUOl. 2 in T.M. The slopes are, indeed, concave, but the Iuetalophus makes a strong 
to the inside and to the front. The place where the slopes n1eet is a clearly defined 
The base of the protolophus occupies a comparatively greater place with respect to that 
the metalophus than in mol. 2. in T.M. Consequently the boundary line of the proto-
metalophus points still more backwards. . 

On the front side of the protolophus a clear vertical furrow is to be seen only In 
left mol. 2, not in the right one. The back of the protolophus has not such a +"~· .... r.'rl" 

neither in the right, nor in the left mol. 2. 

Left and Right Mol. 3. PI. 11; PI. IV, fig. I. . 

The right mol. 3 is intact. Of the left mol. 3 the back half is broken off. The mol. 3 lIt: 

M.M. is somewhat larger than that in T.M. The shape of the basal plane is about the same: 
The folding of the outer surface differs in so far that in mol. 3 in M.M. the tumidity' 
the middle is more developed, that above the last root much less developed than 

mol. 3 in T.M. , . . 
The medisinus is wide; near the bOttOlU it makes, however, the ImpressIOn of 

less wide than in mol. 3 in T.M., because the stelidion is considerably longer than in mol. 
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in T.M. and bends over strongly to the antero-external corner, so that the bottom of the 
rnedisinus is covered by it for the greater part. At the crown surface the stelidion is about 
at right angles to the metalophus. A tubercle near the bottom of the medisinus against 
the ectolophus represents a parastelidion. 

The cingulum on the front side is less developed than in mol. 3 in T. M., and does not 
terminate turned up like a hook. An inner cingulum is entirely absent. The entrance to 
the medisinus lies low, almost on the enamel border of the inner side. The entrance is wide, 
but not so perfectly rounded as in mol. 3 in T.M. Especially in the left mol. 3 there is still 
a trace to be seen of a division line between the proto- and metalophus. Nor has the pass 
entirely disappeared, for the bottom of the medisinus lies somewhat lower than the 
entrance. The slopes of proto- and metalophus are concave at their bases near the entrance. 

The rest of the postsinus is a distinct triangular pit. It is bounded by a V-shaped 
posterior cingulum, the outer end of which is continued upwards as a faint enamel ridge to 
the crown surface. The inner end forms a point, which rises upwards frOlu the metalophus. 



DESCRIPTION OF THE PERMANENT UPPER MOLAR DENTITION IN S.M. 1) 

IN SO FAR AS IT DIFFERS FROM THAT IN T.M. AND M.M. 

Rh. M ercki, PI. Ill; PI. IV, fig. 2. 

The upper dentition in S.M. belonged to an old individual. All the teeth are greatly 
ground off. In all the teeth (except of course in mol. 3) the postsinus is isolated. In 
the right mol. I it has even quite disappeared. The medisinus is isolated in Jhe 
premolars in the left series of teeth, not yet in the molars. In mol. I the discs of proto- and 
nletalophus are on the point of uniting. In the right series of teeth the medisinus is 
isolated also in mol. 1. 

Of the righthand series of teeth only the outer part of pm. 2 is missing. Of the lefthand 
series the inner part of pm. 2 and the inner side of the metalophus of mol. I. In both 
mol. 3 the inner top of the metalophus is damaged. 

The right series of teeth is 255 mnl. long. 
The length of the premolars is I I I mm. 
The length of the molars is 150 mm. 

Dimensions : 

pm·3 pm. 2 pm. I 

left right left right left right 

1. antero-posterior 
dianleter 32 32 - - ca40 ca 39 

2. antero-transverse 
diameter 39 39 - - 62 57 

3. postero-transverse 
dianleter 39 39 - - 56 52 

mol. I mol. 2 mol. 3 

left right left right left right 

ca43 ca 43 55 55 65 62 

63 63 64 64 62 61 

- 15 or >9 60 59 

It will at once strike the eye that the complete series of teeth of the dentition in S.M. 
is no longer than that of the dentition in M.M. A comparison of Rhinoceros dentitions of 
different ages in the B.M. has, however, taught that this great diminution in length is 
a result of age. 

Left and Right Pm. 3 (Antepenultimate Premolar). PI. Ill. 
In form of the basal plane pm. 3 in S.M. resembles pnl. 3 in M.M., but it is larger. 
The second costa is as clear as in pm. 3 in M.M. Above the place where the two 

outer roots meet there is a weak depression of the enamel. 
The grinding surface is little sinuous. The medisinus is perfectly isolated, both in~ 

wards and frontal. A strongly developed stelidion (with antistelidion?) connects proto- and 
metalophus, and separates, in this way the medisinus into two perfectly detached parts. 

1) This upper dentition was found together with several fragments of the lower jaw and a great 
part of the skeleton in 1920 in the blue clay of the pit belonging to Denessen (3 m. below the surface of 
the clay) and ascribed in 1921 (G. 65) by RICHARZ to Rh. etruscus FALC. 
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Also the postsinus is quite closed. The left pm. 3 still shows a slnall ring of enamel as 
remains of the depression between protolophus and anterior cingulum. 

In the left pIn. 3 the anterior and inner cingulum is entirely worn away. In the 
less worn right pm. 3 the anterior cingulum is still perfectly intact. The connection of 
protolophus and ectolophus must have been situated high above the anterior cingulum. 
The cingulum on the front side is well developed. An incision divides it into a larger outer 
part and a smaller inner part. From this incision runs a vertical furrow to the base of the 
crown. We have seen the same thing, but in a less degree, in pm. 3 in M.M. The cingulum 
does not pass round the protolophus, but ends on the front side of the prQtolophus. The 
little developed inner cingulum runs at first horizontally, after which it rises along the 
inner side of the metalophus. Too little is left of this ascending part for us to be able 
to pronounce an opinion about the degree of steepness. 

Left and Right Pm. 2 (Penultimate Premolar). PI. Ill. 
Of the left pm. 2 nothing remains but the outer wall. This is fairly flat. There is 

nothing to be seen of the second costa. It may have been broken off, for the extreme fore
most part of the outer wall is missing. 

Of the right pm. 2 the outer wall is missing. The grinding surface is little sinuous. 
The medisinus is entirely isolated. Only a trace remains of the postsinus. The anterior 
cingulum is worn away to the extreme inner end. At the base of the protolophus the inner 
cingulum is quite absent. On the boundary of the proto- and metalophus the very weakly 
developed inner cingulum begins; it immediately rises up steeply along the inner side of 
the metalophus. A vertical groove with a line in the middle gives the inner limit of the 
protolophus and metalophus. These have, evidently, formed a pass, which itself is, howe
ver, worn away. 

Left and Right Pm. I (Last Premolar). PI. Ill. 
The basal plane of the left pm. I in S.M. is considerably broader than that of pm. I 

in M.M. The basal plane of the right pm. I is only I lnnl. broader. 
The lower part of the second costa is still to be perceived on the outer surface of 

both the pm. 1. The enamel on the outside shows a tumidity at the base above each root 
with a depression between. There is no layer of cement. 

The medisinus and the postsinus are both perfectly isolated. In the right pm. I 

a medifossette (accessory sinus) has got detached from the medisinus in consequence of 
the union of stelidion and parastelidion. In the left pm. I there is nothing to be seen of a 
stelidion or parastelidion. 

Of the anterior cingulum only the inmost part is left. It is not turned up like a hook, 
but runs obliquely down. The inner cingulum is as in pm. 2. The posterior cingulum is 
Worn away. The proto- and metalophus Inust have formed a pass at an earlier stage. 

Left and Right Mol. 1. PI. Ill; PI. IV, fig. 2. 
. The teeth being glued together, it is not possible now to measure the outer length 
of mol. I accurately. In any case the length seems small with respect to the front and the 
back width. 

The outer surface shows a tumidity above each of the two roots and a depression 
between them. The back part of the outer wall leans over more to the inside than the front 
part. The second costa is worn away. The enamel base is coated with a thick layer of 
cement. 

In the right mol. I the medisinus is perfectly isolated, and the postsinus is quite 
Worn away. In the left mol. I the medisinus has not yet got closed, and an enamel protu
berance is left as remnant of the bottom of the postsinus. Nothing is to be seen of a steli-



dion or parastelidion. The bottom of the Inedisinus is much narrower than in mol. I 
T.M. The condition comes nearer to that of n10l. I in M.M. 

The entrance of the Inedisinus forms a pass about on a level with the inner end 
the anterior cingulum. Hence it lies higher above the crown base than in mol. I in T.M., 
more as in mol. I in M.M. The entrance itself is not rounded, nor wide. The proto- and 
talophus meet in a line, the bounding slopes are not strongly concave, as in mol. I in M.M. 
and T.M., but they Inay n10re aptly be said to be convex. They form an acute angle. 

Of the anterior cingulum only the inner end is left, which runs obliquely down. 
Not a trace is to be found of an inner cingulum, unless perhaps a smooth tumidity CLf':,(:l,.LU;)t 

the base of the protolophus at the entrance of the sinus n1ight be taken as such. As We 

have seen, this also occurs in mol. I in M.M. In both mol. I in S.M. traces may be 
of a vertical furrow on the back of the protolophus. 

Left and I\'ight Mol. z. Pl. Ill; PI. IV, fig. 2. 
Mol. 2 in S.M. is considerably larger than n10l. 2 in T.lV!. and M.M. It is 

much longer than mol. I in S.M. The outer surface is little sinuous. Of the second costa 
the base is still clearly to be seen. Also the lower part of a tumidity in the middle. A 
cement layer covers the basal part of the outer surface. 

The crown surface is more sinuous than in mol. I. The medisinus is still open 
the inside. A large stelidion projects in it. The n1edisinus itself is narrower than in mol. 2 

in T.M. Near the bottom it has about the same width as in Inol. z in M.M. The ~~,r"r' ..... "~ 
is perfectly closed. 

The anterior cingulum slopes down rapidly, and is not turned up like a hook at the 
inner end. An inner cingulmn is only represented by a smooth enamel tumidity at the 
base of the protolophus beside the entrance to the medisinus. Of the posterior cingulum 
there is nothing to be seen. 

The entrance to the medisinus forms a pass, which lies lower than in mol. I, 

as high as in mol. 2 in M.lV!. The pass rises less steeply than in n10l. I, and slopes down 
gently. The entrance is broad V-shaped. The proto- and metalophus meet in a line, their 
slopes are at most very slightly concave, and form an acute angle with each other. Accord
ingly the condition is entirely different from that of mol. 2 in M.M., and ""''-''-L'(,'',l.Lu .. .I. 

from that of mol. 2 in T.M., in which the entrance is more or less rounded. 
There is nothing to be perceived of a vertical furrow on the back of the protolophus ; 

there is, however, a remnant of such a furrow on the front side. As in mol. z in M.M. the 
base of the protolophus occupies a comparatively large place. 

Left and Right Mol. 3. PI. Ill; PI. IV, fig. 2. 
Mol. 3 in S.M. is considerably larger than mol. 3 in M.M. and T.M. The shape of the 

basal plane is about the same. The outer surface behind the second costa is regularly 
convex and covered for the greater part with a layer of cement. 

The entrance to the medisinus is low, wide, and rounded. Nevertheless the division 
between proto- and metalophus is still to be seen as a line. The slopes are concave at the 
place. The entrance lies somewhat higher than the bottom of the medisinus itself. In this a 
large stelidion projects in the direction of the antero-external angle of the tooth; it reaches 
further than in mol. 3 in T.M., so that also in Inol. 3 the n1edisinus seems narrower. This 
was also the case with mol. 3 in M.M. The stelidion has a decided fold in the inner corner. 

The anterior cingulum points obliquely downwards, and is well developed. The inner 
cingulum is absent. The postsinus is a distinct pit bounded by a V-shaped posterior cingu
lum, the points of which stick out far from the wall. There is nothing to be found of as
cending enamel ridges. 

COMPAIUSON OF THE UPPER MOLARS FROM TEGELEN \iVITH THOSE FROM 

OTHER LOCALITIES. 

Pm. 3. 

According to SCHROEDER (P. 29) pm. 3 of Rh. etruscus is most easily distinguished 
from that of Rh. NI ercki by the vertical ridge of enamel, which in Rh. etruscus connects 
the protolophus basalward with the ectolophus, whereas in Rh. M ercki the isolation of the 
protolophus extends almost universally to deep into the tooth, ahnost as far as under the 
cingulun1. A consequence of this is that in Rh. 111 erchi the medisinus is first closed towards 
the inside, and towards the front only at an advanced age, whereas in Rh. etruscus the 
medisinus is closed simultaneously on the two sides, or first in front and not until then 
on the inside. On this point WURM (P. 33) shares SCHROEDER'S opinion. On material in 
London, Aixla-Chapelle and Tegelen, I have personally observed so many exceptions 
with regard to this character that I greatly question its general validity. 

The way in which the medisinus is closed, depends on two factors: 1. the absence or 
presence of a connecting lmnella between the protolophus and the ectolophus, projecting 
above the anterior cingulun1, and 2. the height at which the proto- and the metalophus 
diverge from each other. This connecting lmnella projecting above the anterior cingulum 
would be absent in Rh. ]}j ercki according to SCHROEDER. He himself Inentions an exception 
in pm. 3 of the Mainz skull, which he ascribes to Rh. 111 ercki (loc. cit. p. 107). All the same 
on further wear the medisinus in this pIn. 3 would first have become closed towards the 
inside and not until then in front, owing to the great height at which the proto- and the 
metalophus remain connected. This is, however, a condition which is also quite comn10n 
in Rh. etruscus. Thus e.g. in the pn1. 3 in T. M. and in M. M., which I with certainty 
ascribe to Rh. etrusC'us for other reasons, the medisinus would first be closed inside, and 
only then in front, in spite of the presence of the connecting lamella. Inversely it occurs 
in Rh. NI ercki by way of exception, that proto- and metalophus already diverge at the 
height of the cingulum, as SCHROEDER himself states (P. 29, p. I38).The plaster cast of 
pm. 3 of Rh. ~![ercki from Jerxheim in B.M. seems to confinn SCHROEDER'S opinion, but 
its original, which I studied at Aix-la-Chapelle, (A. lVI.) clearly shows that the connecting 
lamella is broken off. 

Also in pm. 3 of Rh. 1negarhinus from Grays Essex (figured in BOYD DAWKINS : 
Nat. Hist. Rev. I865, p. 409, fig. IX) the connecting lamella projects above the anterior 
cingulum. The same applies to pm. 3 of Rh. 1negarhinus from Grays Essex [Br. M. 18755 E], 
to pm. 3 of Rh. megarhinus from Grays Essex [Br. M. 18755 FJ and to pm. 3 of the denti
tion in S.M. 

In the pm. 3 of Rh. etruscus frOln Mosbach and Mauer the Inedisinus seeIns as a rule 
first to become isolated in front, and afterwards to the inside, which is in connection with 
a greater brachyodonty. VVURM mentions two exceptions. The condition of pm. 3 of 
Rh. etruscus in T.lVI. occurs in pm. 3 in a fragment of an upper jaw from the collection 
of Darmstadt. He speaks here of an undeniable transition to Rh.? l\![ercki (P. 33, p. 26). 

In a pm. 3 of the Heidelberg collection (P. 33. Taf. IV, Fig. I, p. 27) the proto
lophus is perfectly isolated. 

The development of stelidion, antistelidion, and parastelidion varies so greatly that 
a comparison with regard to this character seems superfluous to me. 
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In all the pm. 3 of Rh. etruscus mentioned by SCHROEDER, WURM, and WUST, and! pm, 2 of Rh. etruscus from Mauer. Pm. 2 of Rh. JI/[ ercki- is almost invariably strongly 
STROMER VAN REICHENBACH the cingulum passes round the protolophus, with the excep.! hypsodont. In Br. M. I have always observed a high pass in the pm. 2 of Rh. etruscus 
tion of pm. 3 of the Darmstadt fragment, which also in this respect resembles pm. j from various localities. 
in T.M. closely. The only difference consists in this that the inner cingulum in pm. 3 hi Pm. 2 in T.M. and M.M. have a high pass. It lies 10.5 mnl. above the inner cingulum 
Darmstadt is not connected with the posterior ci,ngulum, whereas in the specimens hi in the left pm. 2 in T.M., 9 lTIm. in the right pm. 2. In the left one in M.M. 14 mm., in the 
T.M. it is. Also in pm. 3 of Rh. etruscus from p'akefield [Br. M. 43480] the cinguluIrJ right one 9 mm. In the right and in the left pm. 2 of S.M. the pass is already worn away. 
sweeps round the protolophus, just as in pm. 3 of the dentition in M.M. I have observe~ The outer surface of pm. 2 in T.M. shows two very slight undulations behind the 
the condition of pm. 3 of the dentition of T.M. in the Br. M. in pm. 3 of Rh. etruscU0! second costa. That of pm. 2 in M.M. has a tumidity in the middle.The principal distinguish
from Malaga [40955J, in pm. 3 of Rh. etruscus from Bologna [40803J and in pm. 3 of Rhl ing feature between pm. 2 of Rh. Mercki and Rh. etruscus is the comparatively much 
et1'uscUS from Trimmingham [M. 6632]. Also in Rh.JJ/[ ercki the development of the cingu.! higher outer surface in pm. 2 of Rh . . 1I/[ ercki. This distinction is, however, only valid for the 
lum varies on the antero-interior angle. Thus e.g. the cingulum does not pass round tht:! rare specimens which are not or very little worn. 
protolophus in a pm. 3 of Rh. megarhinus from Grays Essex in Br. M. (figured: Nat. Histi There is, however, always found a distinct difference between the pn1. 2 of the two 
Rev. 1865 p. 409 Fig. IX), in pIn. 3 of Rh. 1negarhinus from Grays Essex [18755 E},! species as regards development and especially direction of the cingulum. 
which very closely resembles pm. 3 in S.M. Nor does it do so in pm. 3 of Rh. hemitoechul, The anterior cingulum runs more steeply down in pm. 2 of Rh. 1\/[ercki (and likewise 
[Br. M. 37404]. It does pass round the protolophus in pm. I of Rh. megarhinus from Gray~ in all the premolars and molars), than in Rh. etruscus. In this respect the pm. 2 in T.M. 
Essex [Br. M. r8755 F]. I and M.M. present the pure etruscus condition. In pm. 2 in S.M. the inner rest of the 

Nor does the development and the direction of the inner cingulum furnish a SUItI anterior cingulum, the only thing that remains, points steeply down. 
distinctive character between pm. 3 of Rh. etrttscus and Rh. ]I./[ ercki on account of thd In Rh. 1\1 ercki the inner cingulum is nearly always much'less developed, than in 
great number of individual variations in both species. In general, however, the inneII Rh. etntscus, or it is sometimes entirely absent. In this respect pm. 2 in T.M. shows the 
cingulum is more feebly developed in pm. 3 of Rh. 1\/[ ercki than in that of Rh. etnisCUS! 'pure etruscus condition, for it forms there a sharply defined, strongly developed ridge. 
In this respect pm. 3 in S.M. even surpasses pm. 3 of the extreme M ercki form fro~ Pm. 2 in IVI.IVI. has a little developed inner cingulum, this latter being more feebly developed 
Jerxheim. . in pm. 2 in S.M., than in most Mercki specimens. 

The pass between proto- and metalophus is mostly more or less rounded in Rh: The inner cingulum is nearly always missing in Rh. NI ercki on the protolophus, but, 
etruscus, the slopes are concave, whereas the pass in Rh. M ercki is almost always V -shaped; unless it is entirely absent, it begins to rise up steeply and obliquely across the inner side 
This distinction holds for all the premolars (pm. 3, pm. 2 and pm. I), but it is not withou~ of the metalophus on, or even before, the dividing-line between the proto- and the metalo
exceptions. Thus e.g. the pass of the premolars of Rh. etntscus in the Museum of Bologn~ phus, whereas the inner cingulum in Rh. etruscus generally runs about horizontally over 
is distinctly V-shaped, whereas the pass of pm. 2 of Rh. 1negarhinus from Grays EsseJi the base of the protolophus to beyond the division line of the proto- and metalophus, 
[Br. IVI. r8797aJ, though not exactly rounded, has yet concave slopes. In the premolar( after which it slopes upwards to the back. Also in Rh. etruscus it occurs that the inner 
of the dentition in T.M. and M.M. the pass is lTIore or less rounded. F cingulum already begins to rise before the boundary between the proto- and metalophus, 

¥ but much less steeply than in Rh. ]I./[ ercki, mostly in a curve. The latter thing is also 

Pm. 2. 
the case with pm. 2 in M.M. Pm. 2 in T.M. presents the characteristic etruscus condition; 
pm. 2 in S.M. shows an almost extreme ]I./[ ercki condition (equals pIn. 2 of Rh. 1\/[ erckt 

SCHROEDER describes (P. 29, p. 52 et seq.) a Mosbach premolar, which he considers! from Jerxheim). 
though with some hesitation, as a penultimate. This premolar is characterized by grea~ SCHROEDER (P. 29, p. 55) has never observed a cingulum on the protolophus in pm. 2 
brachyodonty. The protolophus and the metalophus begin already soon to diverge on th~ of Rh. ]1.1 ercki. In Br. M. a pm. 2 of Rh. megarhinus from Grays Essex (18797 a) is found, 
inside, so that the cingulum, which is, throughout, exceedingly strongly developed: in which the anterior cingulum passes round the protolophus as far as the boundary 
closes the entrance to the medisinus as a ridge. Behind the second costa the outer surfac~ line between proto- and metalophus. The tooth is unworn and so hypsodont, that there can 
exhibits two slight undulations "welche keineswegs mit der einfachen Walbung de~ be no doubt that it belongs to Rh. ]1;1 ercki. In B.M. I have also observed son1ething of 
Aussenwand der Zahne des Rhin. NI ercki verglichen werden kannen". . the same kind in pm. 2 of Rh. M ercki from Rabutz. 

According to SCHROEDER himself this premolar with its extraordinary brachyo'l In all the pm. 2 of Rh. etruscus mentioned by SCHROEDER, WURM, and WUST the 
donty fOflTIS an exceptional case. He mentions five more pm. 2 in which a high-situate6; cingulum passes round the protolophus, except in pm. 2 of the dentition in the Museum 
pass is developed. of Darmstadt. Of the pm. 2 of Rh. etruscus in Br. M. the cingulum sweeps round the 

WURM knows several cases of pronounced brachyodonty in pIn. 2. He writes P. 33 p. 291 protolophus in pm. 2 from Pakefield [43480J, Perolles and Malaga [40955J It is absent on 
"Fast alle Zahne sind ausgesprochen brachyodont. Bei den pm. 2 des Oberkiefers de~ the antero-interior angle in the specimens from Florence [408I3J, Bologna [40803J and 
Bad. Geol. Landesanstalt liegt die Trennungsstelle von Vorder-und Hinterhugel fast i1T\ Forest-Bed [M. 6632]. This is also the case with the specimens from Tegelen. 
Niveau des inneren Cingulums, oder nur wenig daruber, bei einem isoliert gefundene~ The more or less rounded pass in pm. 2 in T.M. and M.M. as a distinctive character of 
pm. 2 aus der Heidelberger Sammlung liegt sie 7 mm. uber dem Cingulum. Alle dies1 Rh. etruscus has already been discussed in pm. 3· 
Merkmale sind characteristisch fur Rh. etruscus. Eine bemerkungswerte Ausnahmestellt; 

Pn1. I. 
nimmt nun der Taf. IV, Fig. 2a, abgebildete Zahn ein, bei ihm sind Vorder- und Hinterl 
hugel bis hoch (I.5 cm.) uber dem Cingulum verwachsen. Es ist dies ein Fall von Hypso1 
dontie, wie es sich bei Rh. M ercki gewohnlich, bei Rh. etruscus seltener findet". Accord-; Pm. I of Rh. etruscus and Rh. ]I./[ ercki show the same specific characters as pm. 2, 
ingly a high pass is the rule in pm. z of Rh. etruscus from Mosbach, and an exception iv, but in a larger degree. 



In pm. I of Rh. etruscus the anterior cingulum is but slightly inclined. The inner 
cingulum is mostly strongly developed. It runs almost horizontally over the inner side 
of the tooth, and begins to ascend only at the second half of the metalophus. The pass is 
high and rounded. In Rh. 1\;1 ercki the anterior cingulum slopes down steeply. The inner 
cingulum, at least when it is present, ascends steeply either on or just before the boundary 
of the proto- and metalophus, and is mostly only little developed. The pass lies high and 
is V-shaped. Frequently, too, pm. I of Rh. IYlercki differs from that of Rh. etruscus in the 
more pronounced and single tumidity of the outer surface behind the second costa. But with 
reference to the folding of the outer surface of pm. I I have observed so many variations 
both in Rh. lY[ ercki and in Rh. etruscus, that I do not attach much systematic value to it. 

In most pm. I of Rh. etruscus studied by me the cingulum runs round the protolophus. 
This is, however, not the case with pm. I of Rh. etruscus in the Darmstadt Museum 
(according to WURM), with the specimens from Bologna and from the Forest-Bed [M 6632J 
in Br. M. Also in pm. I in T.M. and M.M. the cingulmu is absent on the antero-internal 
angle. On the other hand the cingulum passes round the protolophus by way of great 
exception in Rh. NI ercki from Rabutz in B.M., in Rh. megarhintts from Grays Essex 

(Br. M. 19841 b) in three specimens. . . 
The anterior cingulun1 in pm. I in T.M. and M.M. shows the usual etrusmiS condItion. 

In pm. I in S.M. there is nothing left but the inmost part, which slopes down, and seelUS, 

therefore, to point to lYI ercki. 
In pm. I in T.M. the inner cingulum, though not occurring on the antero-internal 

angle, is not feebly developed. On the contrary, it extends as a sharply defined ridge 
along the boundary between proto- and metalophus, almost horizontally, rising, however, 
very steeply on the back of the Iuetalophus. It shows, therefore, the etr'uscttS forn1. 

In pm. I in M.M. the inner cingulum is absent on the inner side of the protolophus. 
About the middle of the inner side of the metalophus it rises up, feebly developed, fairly 
steeply. Hence the inner cingulmu deviates fron1 the fonu usually found in etniscus, but 

it does not reach the typical M ercki form. 
In pm. I in S.M. the inner cingulum on the protolophus is absent. It starts on the 

boundary between the proto- and metalophus, and slopes iIuIuediately steeply upwards. 
It is exceedingly feebly developed. It exhibits, therefore, the typical NI ercki forn1, 
equals, as regards its slight degree of development, the extreme cases. (Inner side of pm. I 

in S.M. resembles very closely that of pm. I of Rh. lVI ercki from Jerxheim). 
The rounded pass in pm. I in T.M. and M.M. points to Rh. etntSCus. The passes in 

the Mercki pm. I which I have exan1ined, both German ones and English ones, are V
shaped, when not too far worn off. In pm. I in S.M. the pass has disappeared. 

The folding of the outer surface in pm. I in T.IVI. comes nearest to that in pIU. 
of Rh. etl'uscUS reproduced by SCHROEDER (P. 29, p. 57)· Behind the second costa 
are two vertical folds. They are, however, only faintly indicated. Such a clear and 
folding as the preluolar figured by SCHROEDER shows, occurs very rarely. I have 
served a very clear third costa behind the second costa in pm. I of Rh. leptorhinus 
from Grays Essex, in pm. I of Rh. hemitoechus [37404J, and in Rh. leptorhinus 

from Gibraltar [47647J, all in Br. M. 
The outer surface of pm. I in M.M. bears a very close reselublance to that of pm. 

of Rh. Mercki from Heggen (P. 30, Taf. 4, Fig. 2). The outer surface of the former is, 
however, with less wear, considerably lower than in the ,NI ercki specimen. 

The outer surface of pm. I in S.M. is too luuch worn for a comparison to be uv.::l.::lJ.'JJ.V' 

Mol. I. 

According to SCHROEDER (P. 29, p. 61) mol. I of Rh. etruscus is distinguished 
the corresponding tooth of Rh. NI ercki by the vertical furrows on the protolophus 
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the tubercle at the entrance to the medisinus and the flatness of this entrance. 
The etruscus mol. I from Mosbach and Mauer are characterized by a vertical furrow 

on the front and the back of the protolophus. On sufficient wear the disc of the protolo
phus assumes in consequence of this a trefoil shape. Also mol. I of Rh. etrusctts from 
Malaga [Br. IVI. 40955J, Pakefield [43480J, Bologna [40803J, and Trimmingham [M 6632J 
shoW a clear trefoil design. ' 

But SCHROEDER mentions vertical furrows also (loc. cit. p. 108, Ill, 115, 141) in 
Rh. 111 ercki, though generally only on the front side. I have observed the same thing in 
mol. I of Rh. leptorhinus OWEN from Ilford Essex (Ant. Brady colI. Br. M.) and in IUOl. I 

of Rh. leptorhinus OWEN from the valley of the Thames (Br. M.). The disc' of the proto
lophus of a lnol. I of Rh. leptorhinus OWEN from Grays Essex (Br. M) and of mol. I of 
Rh. M ercki from Mosbach (B. M. V 28) shows a clear trefoil shape. 

In mol. I in T.M. a distinct vertical furrow is not to be seen either on the front or 
on the back. At most there is a vague indication, so that both the presence or the absence 
can be called in question. 

In IUOl. I in M.M. a clear furrow is visible on the front. On the back a shallow furrow 
is found in the right mol. I, a slight depression in the left one. 

In both molars I in S.lVI. traces are to be seen of a vertical furrow on the back of 
the protolophus. Whether also the front bore a furrow, is not to be decided on account 
of the far advanced wear. 

Nor is the decided occurrence of the cingular tubercle at the entrance to the n1edisinus 
of much use to us as a distinctive mark of Rh. etntscus, at least not as regards the molars I 
from T egelen. 

In lnol. I in T.M. the inner cingulum consists only in two tubercles at the entrance 
of the medisinus, and a very faint indication of a cingulmu along the n1etalophus. In 
mol. I in M.M. and S.M. there is no inner cingulum present, unless a low flat tumidity of 
the enamel at the entrance of the medisinus luight be considered as such. This condition is 
very common in Rh. ]1,1 ercki, but occurs also for Rh. etruscus. 

The best distinctive character of Rh. etnlscus seems to lue the wide, rounded, some
times even flat entrance to the medisinus. In mol. I of Rh. etrusctts frOlu Mosbach and 
Mauer the entrance is flat. The cross-section on the inside behind the cingulmu is U-shaped, 
further to the outside V-shaped. A similar flat entrance is also found in Rh. etrusctts in 
Br. M. from Malaga [40955J, from Forest-Bed [33323J, Val d'Arno, Bologna [40803J 
and TrimIningham [M 6632 J. In others, however, the entrance is, indeed, wide, though 
not flat, but more or less rounded, as in Rh. etruscus from Pakefield [Br. M. 43480 J, in 
mol. I in T.M. and in mol. I in M.M. 

In Rh. NIercki, both from German and frOlu English localities, the entrance is V
shaped, though with varying width. In mol. I in S.M. the entrance to the Iuedisinus has 
the V-shape. None of the etruscus mol. I known to me can be con1pared with it, except 
mol. I of Rh. etruscus (?) in L.M. 

second practical distinctive n1ark is the inclination of the anterior cingulum. 
In m~l. I of Rh. Mercki the anterior cingulum slants considerably more steeply down 

III Rh. etruscus. Mol. I in T.M. and in M.M. are siInilar to Rh. etruscus in this respect, 
mol. I in S.M. shows the NI ercki condition. 

Mol. 2. 

The mol. 2 of Rh. NI ercki and of Rh. etruscus may be distinguished by the same 
. as the mol. 1. Unworn molars are, of course, easy to distinguish by the difference 

heIght of the outer wall. Most of the lTIolars found of both species being, however, worn 
this in a different degree, this character is of little practical use. All the same even 

far advanced wear, there are some criteria left by which the species may be known. 
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